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THE PHYSICS OF INTERFACE INTERACTIONS RELATED TO RELIABILITY 
OF FUTURE ELECTRONIC DEVICES 

I Photoemlssion and thermionic emission results show that the Sl-SiO 
energy barrier can be reduced from 4.2 eV to about 2.5 eV bv a monolayer 
coverage of sodium.  Scanning Internal Photoemission maps were made of the 
Si02 interface which was "stained" by a small amount of sodium.  We obtained 
images of the contact barrier which show microscopic imperfections such as 
phosphorus precipitates on the interface as well as microscratches.  The ^ 
resulting high local sodium concentration can cause enhanced electron 
injection and dielectric breakdown of the SiO, at relatively low electric 
fields. *■ 

« 

In the area of transition metal oxides, we have made progress in 
understanding the mechanism of switching found in thin films of Nb 0 .  In 
a Scanning Internal Photoemission study, we found no correlation between 
the contact barrier and formation of a switching filament.  The formation 
of a conductive filament in Nb 0  observed directly in an electron microscope, 
is initiated at an irregularity on the contract.  Briefly stated, con- 
duction and switching in ihese materials is determined by the gross physical 
structure, and not by an electronic process. 

In another area, involving structural instabilities of thin glass 
films, we find that a small phosphorus impurity is able to recrystallize 
SiO at the relatively low temperature of 5250C.  Phosphorus is commcnlv 
usea to dope the Si02 used in MOS transistors.  Also, we have found a 
destructive interface reaction between SiO and vanadium.  This is signif- 
icant because of an active metal such as vanadium is often used to increase 
the adhesion of a second metal to the surface of SiO . 
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I. THE RELIABILITY OF SEMICONDUCTOR-INSULATOR INTERFACES 

Recently, we have shown that the contact interface on a dielectric 

can determine the conditions for electrical breakdown of thin films. 

The breakdown voltage of a thin capacitor is reduced at points where the 

contact barrier is low, presumably because the lowered barrier leads to a 

greatly increased electron injection current at those points.  We have 

used several photoemission techniques to study the technologically important 

Si-SiO- interface as well at the influence of a common impurity, sodium, 

upon that interface. 

A technique of scanning internal photoemission was developed to the 

point where it can produce an image of a contact barrier with a resolution 

of one micron. This technique was used to image Si-S103 Interface barriers 

which were cove.-ed with a layer of sodium ions; the sodium greatly increases 

the photoyield from the interface.  In effect, the photoemission image maps 

the local sodlun concentration on the interface. By using sodium to "stain" 

the interface, we were able to  observe microscopic defects at the interface 

which are inaccessable to other types of measurement.  In the photoemission 

maps, we have seen microscratches, mictuaplits, and precipitates at the 

Si-Si02 interface. 

By scanning photuemission, we have found that microscratches and micro- 

splits induct a local acrumulation of sodium whic'. far exceeds the back- 

ground density.  In an MOS type of device, these interface delects can 

cause a local concentration of so. i.am to build up over a period of time. 

An important implication of thi'j sodium accumulation is that a nominally 

11  2 
low level of alkali contamination (^10 /cm ) can give rise to a destructively 
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high local concentration of  alkali  ions  (^10    /cm ).     It  follows  that  the 

effects of sodium and perhaps  the other alkalis,  cannot be ignored in an 

MOS type of device even at  relatively low concentration levels.    As a re- 

sult,  the dielectric strength of the SiO-  is reduced with time.    Clearly, 

such defects should be minimized by careful processing. 

A photoemission and  thermionic emission study of  sodium coated 

Si-SiO- interfaces confirms the  fact  that a sub-monolayer coverage of the 

interface will produce a large barrier reduction at  the contact,    both 

emission techniques determine contact barrier which are  consistent with 

15 2 
one another.    The lowest barrier measured was  for 1.3x10      Na/cm , where 

the photoemission threshold  is 2.5 eV and the thermionic emission barrier 

is 2.7 eV. 

i 4. 
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INTERFACE IMAGING BY SCANNING INTERNAL PHOTOEMISSION 

by 

T. H. DiStefano 
J. M. Viggiano 

IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center 
Yorktcwn Heights, New York 10598 

Scannirg Internal Photoemission Technique 

Many techniques are available for microf-copically imaging material 

surfaces but surprisingly little has been done in imaging the interface 

between two materials.  Scanning Internal Photoemission (SIP) is a 

1-3 
recently developed technique   for probing interfaces with a light 

beam to produce a direct microscopic image of an interfacial contact 

barrier.  Maps produced by the SIP measurement display the late il 

inhomogenities along a two dimensional dielectric interface.  This 

allows an image or photograph to be made of the microscopic electronic 

structure of the interface, something which has previously been inac- 

cessible to measurement.  The technique is somewhat analogous to 

scanning electron microscopy, except that in thi' ^ase a light beam is 

used to excite electron emission into a dielectric.  Since the photo- 

emission current increases rapidly as tlie electronic barrier at the 

interface is reduced, particularly for photon energies near threshold, 

local variations in the barrier are detected sensitively in the measured 

photocurrent. As in the scanning electron microscope, the emitted 

5. 
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current Is displayed on a CRT screen as a function of the beam position 

to produce an Image of the Interface. The STP Images presented here 

exhibit striking ic.al Inhrmogenltles which are related to structural 

variations, Impurities, and defects on the Interface. 

The spaclal resolution of SIP, limited by the wavelength of the 

light .earn, is on the order of a micron. This is sufficient 

to resolve many of the structural variations and defects which occur 

at a typical interface.  The resolution of SIP could be further improved 

by a de-convolution technique, but our preliminary measurements 

indicate that little would be gained by a several fold increase in 

resolution.  In order to obtain a reasonable signal to noise ratio in 

the photocurrent from a resolution limited light spot, it was necessary 

3 
to use laser radiation, which can be focused onto a diffraction 

8   2 
limited scanning light spot. A power level of about 10 W/cm will 

produce a measurable photocurrent from the resolution limited spot without 

thermally damaging the sample. This power level is sufficient to 

produce an image of a specimen 250ii x 250M in less than ten minutes. 

We have used SIP to study several dielectric interfaces includ1\g 

Si-SiO. and Bi-Nb 0,..  Although the Si-SIG. interface is quite uniform 

in the absence of impurities, a small amount of sodium ion coverage 

on the interface was found to reduce the contact barrier in localized 

areas.  The dielectric strength of SiO films was found to be 

2 
reduced in thooe areas where the contact barrier is lowered by sodium, 

a common impurity in this system.  A uniform layer of sodium added to a 

clean Interface was found to decorate or accumulate at certain types of 

6. 
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interface defects, which can then be viewed directly by SIP measurements. 

Tn effect, sodium will "stain" certain defects such as microscratches, 

growth steps, and microcracks on the interface so that they are detected 

direccly in an SIP image.  Interface microstructure, which is inaccess- 

ible to other techniques, can be observed directly by SIP in conjunction 

with this sodium staining technique. 

In the case of the Bi-Nb-O,. system, nonuniformities have been 

found in pure, uncountaminated specimens.  Here, the variations in the 

contact barrier are the result of a physical reaction which takes place 

at the interface.  Surprisingly, SIP has shown that many metal-insulator 

systems display a very inhomogeneous contact barrier quite unlike the 

simple, uniform barrier which was assumed in earlier work.  It has 

become apparent that any study of metal-insulator interfaces should 

also involve an investigation of the barrier on a local scale since 

Ic^rge area measurements only yield averaged results on an inhomogeneous 

system.  The SIP technique seems well suited for investigations of 

dielectric interfaces on a scale of 1 micron or larger. 

Measurement Methods 

The success of the Scanning Internal Photoemission technique 

depends upon the sensitivity of photocurrent near threshold to small 

variations in the interface contact barrier.  Photocurrent produced 

by a scanning spot of light will '. Vmge considerai.ly as the beam moves 

over a surface with a slightly nonuniform barrier.  For a metal-insulator 

system near threshold *, the photoyield is 
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The fractional change in photoyield (Y) or photocurrent (i) is 

AY 
Y 

Ai 
i 

2A1> 
(no) - t) 

which becomes quite sensitive to A* as the photon energy Kw *  !• As 

one might expect, the highest contrast is obtained with light which is 

slightly above the threshold «t. 

A simple system utilizing mechanically rotated mirrors was used to 

scan the light spot over a 250IJ square area of tht sample.  The optical 

system is outlined schematically in Fig. 1.  Radiation at 3^.50  A from 

an RCA He-Cd laser was focused through a SOM pinhole to elliminate the 

widely divergent light from the laser.  Light from the pinhole is 

reflected from two front surface mirrors which are rotated through the 

angles | and 0 respectively. The aperture of the microscope objective 

(f = 0.54 cm) is filled by this reflected light so that the focused 

spot scans the sample as ^ and 0 are varied.  A spot velocity of 300(Wsec 

was obtained with 0 swept at 15Hz and ^ at C.003 Hz.  The total spot 

size of about 0.43ii is determined theoretically by two nearly equal 

factors, laser beam divergence and lens diffraction.  Of course, the 

optical resolution deteriorates at points away from the center of the 

field because of the curvature of the lens focal plane.  However, this 

degradation of resolution away from the center of the image is barely 

discernable over a total field of 250u x 250u. 

8. 
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SCANNING 
MIRRORS 

BEAM 
SPLITTr.'< I 

PHOTOCELL 

SAMPLE 
f»054cm 

Figure  1 Optical system for the Scanning Internal Photoetnission 
Measurements.  The system Is brought to focus by adjust- 
ing the sample position to minimize the size of the light 
spot reflected onto the luminescent screen on the back 
of the 50ii pinhole. I 
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The problem of Dositioning and focusing the sample in the UV beam 

was soi/ed by detecting the light which is reflected back from the 

sample.  In order to understand this focusii , technique, consider first 

the general linear system in Fig. 2a.  Here, a point source on the 

object plane is focused onto ■ point Ifl the image plane.  Then, by time 

reversal symmetry, any light radiated from the point at this image will 

be focused back onto the point at the original oLJ^cc.  By placing a 

reflecting surface at the image, we have the configuration shown in 

Fig. 2b. Here, light from a point source at the object is focused 

into a point on the reflector which then re-radiates the light back 

through the optical system.  As before, light from a point on the 

reflector will be focused by the system onto the original object point. 

Light from the object point la returned back to this same point only If 

the reflecting surface is in focus.  We use this principle to focus the 

system outlined in Fig. 1.  Light from the pinhole is focused onto the 

sample which then reflects part of the light back through the system. 

When the sample is in focus, the reflected light returns to the pinhole, 

independent of the mirror positions 0 and fa  However, if the sample is 

out of focus, the reflected light strikes a fluorescent screen around 

the pinhole where it is seen as a disc of visible light.  The system 

is brought into focus simply by adjusting the sample position until all 

of the reflected light is refocused back onto the pinhole. 

In order to position the light spot on the sample, an image of the 

sample is obtained from the reflected light.  Part of the light reflected 

from the sample is directed onto a photocell by a beam splitter, as 

10. 
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Figure 3: Measurement apparatus for the SIP system.  Photo- 
current produced by a scanning light spot is detected 
and displayed as a function of X and Y on a display CRT. 
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shown in Fig. 1.  The light falling on the photocell romes to focus at a 

point which is equivalent to the position of the pinhole source and 

which is independent of mirror angleb 8 and <(>.  Current from the 

photocell, when displayed on an intensity modulated CRT as a function 

of X and Y, forms an image, of the sample corresponding to optical 

reflectivity at the wavelength of the source laser.  This reflectivity 

image is essential for locating the sample in the beam and for examining 

the surface conditions of the sample during measurement. 

Both the photocurrent and the reflected light from a sample are 

detected and displayed on CRT screens by circuitry shown in Fig. 3. 

The two scanning mirrors are mounted on galvanometer movements which 

are driven by the nonsynchronous sawtooth generators "X Scan" and 'Y 

Süan".  These generators also drive the X and Y axes on the CRT displays. 

An image of the internal photoemission is formed on a CRT with Z axis 

modulation by the detected photocurrent from a Keithley 18000 picoammeter. 

The retrace scan is blanked by pulses from the X scan generator.  Images of 

the Z axis modulated CRT display of photocurrent are produced photo- 

graphically.  In a similar way, sample reflectivity is displayed 

on a CRT with Z axis modulation by the current from a photodetector 

which senses the reflected light.  An advantage of this technique is 

that both the photoemission image and the reflectivity image appear on 

the same coordinate system, so that direct comparisons can easily be 

made between the two. 

Photoemission and Reflectivity Images 

Photoemission and reflectivity images were obtained of Si-Sil^ 

12. 
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IMAGE 

OBJECT REFLECTING 
SURFACE 

OBJECT-IMAGE 

Figure 2: 
Schematic representation of the 1 near ^tlcjl^t- 
outlining the time reversal principal,  a.  * point 
obiect is brought to focus at the image Position  b 

A reflecting surface at the Image will   *******  1 iRht 

through the system and back to the object point. 
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interfaces at X = 3250 8 and of Bi-Nb^ interfaces at X = 6328 A.  In 

each case, the Scanning Internal Photoemission images show spacLai 

inhomogeneitiea which can be related to physical structure.  Several 

representative SIP images are presented, along with one typical 

reflectivity image, each of which covers a field of about 250p x 250M 

on the respective sample. 

SIP maps were obtained from a Si-SiO- interface on which sodium 

12  ? 
has been deposited to an average density of A x 10 /cm .  The sodium 

was initially distributed uniformly over the interface, as measured by 

radiographic techniques with a spacial resolution of about 50u. 

After a period of time, about 100 hours at 150oC, the sodium is found 

to be redistributed over the interface in an inhomogeneous -vay.  It 

is known that the sodium at the interface will produce a monotonic 

increase in photoyield with increasing sodium concentration.  There- 

fore, an SIP map of the interface mirrors the inhomogeneous distribution 

of sodium on the Si-SiO interface.  For the SIP maps in Figs. A-6, 

the photocurrent is shown as intensity vs X and Y. The bright areas 

correspond to regions of high sodium concentration on the interface, 

because of the direct relationship between high photoyield and high 

sodium concentration. 

The SIP maps in Figs. 4-6 were measured on a Si-SiO- interface 

12  2 
with an average sodium concentration of 4 x 10 /cm , and with a 

20  3 
silicon substrate doped to 10 /cm of phosphorus atoms.  Each of the 

SIP maps displays several features in common including microscratches, 

sodium rich spots about 1|| in diameter, and dark regions about lOu in 

14. 
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Figure 5: Scanning Interface Photoemission map of an Si-SiO. inter- 
face covered with 4 x 10 /cm sodium. The light areas 
Indicate a high photoyield produced by the presence of 
sodium on the interface. 
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Figure  6; Scanning   Internal   Ptiotoeir^ssiqn  map  of  an   Si-Si00   inter- 
face  covered with  4   x  10  VcnT   sodium.     The  light   areas 
indicate  a  high  photovield  produced  by  the  presence  of 
sodium on  the  interface. 
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diameter.  The microscratches, which are "stained" by an excess of 

sodium, are nearly straight lines several hundred microns long.  These 

lines appear to be resolution limited, with a width of 1M or less. 

There appears to be no relationship between the line direction and the 

crystallographic axts of the silicon, which has a (100) surface oriented 

so that the [110] is horizontal.  It is interesting that interface 

microscratches on such a fine scale can lead to local sodium accumulation 

along the scratch and a degradation of the dielectric. Another feature 

seen in the SIP maps is the presence of small light spots that are 

approximately the dimension of the resolution limit. The explanation for 

these sodium spots is an open question at present. One might postulate 

that the spots are sodium which has naturally segregated into clusters 

o 
due to a mechanism proposed by Williams and Wood.  However, the large 

and irregular spacing between the spots and the presence of uniform 

areas without spots suggests that the spots are associated with a defect 

or impurity in the sample itself.  The SIP technique proinises to be 

fruitful in finding the explanation of this clustering.  A third and 

somewhat puzzling feature, the dark circles about lOu in diameter 

appearing in SIP maps 4-6, was also found in other Si-SiO» interfaces 

which were formed on heavily phosphorus doped silicon. These are two 

possible explanations for these dark circular regions which form a 

"Swiss cheese" pattern.  Either sodium does not cover the interface in 

these areas or the sodium which does reach thr interface is rendered 

ineffective, perhaps by chemical combination with an impurity such as 

phosphorus on the interface.  The questions raised about the features 
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in the SIP maps are timely in that the answers will provide information 

about the physical structure of the extremely important Si-SiO Interface. 

High contrast measurements are very effective in bringing out 

details in SIP maps. As an example, the map in Fig. 7, of an Si-SiCL 

12  2 
interface coated A x 10 /cm sodium, includes a Hark spot with a 

sv-u-ounding halo. The same area is shown or the high contrast map in 

which the photocurrent b^rul is amplified and biased to remove the 

background so that only the halo stands out above the uniform background 

In a similar way, the background photoemission is removed from the map 

in Fig. 9, leaving excess photoemission from a broad line, about 15u 

in length along the [110] direction with respect to the silicon substrate. 

This line is tentatively identified as a microsplit of the silicon 

9 
surface.  Although the microsplits are far too narrow to be resolved 

optically, they show up clearly as excess photocurrent in the SIP maps. 

The SIP technique was also used to study the Nb 0 -Bi interface, 

which is of interest because of the fast switching found in Nb.G cap- 

acitors.  In this case, photocurrent was emitted from a 200 X thick 

bismuth electrode into the Nb^.10 A He-Ne laser at 6328 X was 

used to excite photocurrent from the bismuth. A representative SIP 

map, shown in Fig. 10, displays about 250u x 250u of the interface. 

Spotty dark regions in the map apparently result from a contact barrier 

which is higher than average. The vertical striations are produced by 

slow variations of the leakage current through the sample. For com- 

parison, a high contrast reflectivity map of the same area of the 

sample is shown in Fig. 11. The dark areas in the reflectivity 

19. 
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Figure  7: Scanning Internal Photoemission map of an Si-SiO. inter- 
face covered with 4 x 10 /cm sodium. 
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Figure  8; High  contrast   Scanning   Intern.il   Photoemission map of  the 
same  area  that   is  shown   in   Fig.   7. 
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Figure 9: High contrast Scanning Internal Photo^iss^on nap of an 
Si-SiO_ interface covered with 4 x 10 _/cm sodium.  The 
X and 7 axes correspond to [110] and [IlO] on the silicon 

surface. 
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Figure 10:     Scanning Internal Photoemission map of an Mb 0 -Bi 
interface, measured with light at 6328 8.  2 5 
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Figure 11:     High resolution reflectivity map of the sample shown 
In the SIP map of Fig. 10. 
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coincide with the areas of high contact barrier. This sort of reflect- 

ivity variation is typical of a metal-dielectric system in which an 

interface reaction has taken place. The patchy barrier, which is 

characteristic of the Nb„0^-Bi system, is the subject of a more general 

study. 

The value of the SIP technique is apparent from our investigations 

of the simple systems reported here.  It is anticipated that SIP will be 

useful in studies of interface reactions, of impurity segregation and 

diffusion on interfaces, and of structural defects on semiconductor 

interfaces with other materials.  In particular, defect studies on an 

Si-SiO„ interface stained with mobile alkali ions will continue to be 

fruitful. 

The authors wish to acknowledge discussions with E. Bassous, R. B. 

Laibowitz, and J. E. Lewis, all of IBM Research, Yorktown Heights. 
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B.     THE INFLUENCE OF SODIUM ON THE Si-SiO  INTERFACE 

T. H. DiStefano 
and 

J. E. Lewis 

IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center 
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598 

INTRODUCTION 

The interface between silicon and SiO is the most intensively 

studied and perhaps the best understood of all insulator interfaces. 

The energy barrier which furms between the two materials is surprisingly 

independent of the various preparation conditions and measurement 

techniques used by many investigators. As determined by internal 

photoemission measurements, the barrier is between   4.15 eV and 

4.35 eV, with no electr'c field in the insulator. This barrier can be 

2 
somewhat reduced due to the Schottky effect by a field in the insulator. 

However, in Si-Si02 systems containing small amounts of sodium, several 

investigators have observed a rather puzzling photocurrent at photon 

energies well below the threshold energy for pure interfaces. 

In each case, the mobila sodium was moved to the interface by an 

electric field in a configuration analogous to electrolytic deposition. 

Although the role of the sodium is not fully understood, several models 

have been proposed to explain the excess photocurrent: photoemission 

of electrons from the silicon conduction band, * a polarization of 

the Si02,  or a reduction of the interface barrier by a sodium induced 

7-9 
dipole layer.    The work presented here provides clear evidence for 

an actual reduction of the St-SiO energy barrier produced by ■odlua. 
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A phütoemission study of sodium coated Si-SiO  system is complicated 

by several factors.  Firstly, in order that the measurements be meaning- 

ful, the sodium must be distributed uniformly along the interface. 

8 9 
Recent Scanning Internal Photoemission measurements '  indicate that 

uniformity is not a trivial probier., but the inhomogeneities can be 

minimized by careful sample preparation.  A second problem is that of 

the rapidly falling optical absorption below a photon energy of about 

3.2 eV.   The rapid change of absorption in the region of interest 

obscures the threshold of the photocurrent, and makes interpretation 

difficult.  However, a simple model of the photoemission process permits 

accounting for the optical absorpton and a determination of threshold 

energies.  The photoemission determined barrier was found to decrease 

with Increasing sodium concentration down to a saturation level of 

2.6 + 0.1 eV at 1.3 x 1015 Na/cm2. 

Thermionic emission measurements confirm the observed reduction 

of the contact barrier of S1-S10 by sodium.  The contact barrier, 

determined by fitting the thermionic emission results to the Richardson 

equation, is in good agreement with the photoemission results.  Recent 

9 
photovoltage measurements by Williams and Woods are in qualitative 

agreement with the barrier reduction model.  But, because of the 

lateral non-uniformity of the sodium in the photovoltage measurements, 

it is difficult to compare quantitatively these results with our photo- 

emission and thermionic emission results. 

II.  THE PHYSICAL SYSTEM 

The system considered here is an Si-SiO- interface which has been 

28. 
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electrolytically coated with sodium.  The interface was formed by 

first oxidizing the (100) surface of n-doped silicon to an oxide 

thickness of 1000 X.  The initial doping level of the silicon was 

20   2 
-v-lO P/cm'.  Sodium was then distributed uniformly on the sample by 

vacuum evaporation of radiotagged NaCl onto the SiO surface.  Finally, 

semitransparent aluminum electrodes were evaporated onto the sample 

surface to complete an electrolytic cell in the form of the capacitor 

structure shown in Fig. 1.  Approximately 95% of the sodium at the 

aluminum interface was drifted to the silicon by a nominal electric 

field of 10 V/cm at 150oC for 1 hour.  This electrolytic deposition 

from NaCl has proven to be an effective way of uniformly introducing 

sodium into the Si-SiO interface.11 

The density and distribution of sodium on the interface were 

determined by radiotracer techniques.  The NaCl was tagged with a 

22 
small percentage of Na Cl before evaporation onto the sample.  To 

perform the evaporation, a drop of the tagged NaCl in aoueous solution 

was dried in a tungsten boat.  The NaCl residue was then vacuum evaporated 

at less than 2 x 10" Torr.  Before electrolytically drifting the sodium 

to the silicon interface, the uniformity of the Na22CI layer was established 

by autoradiographic exposure on x-ray film.  On a scale of 10M, the 

22 
initial Ra  distribution was found to be quite uniform.  After the 

sodium was drifted to the ■Ulcoa interface and measurements of the 

•acrgy barrier were perfonned, the lateral distribution of Na22 at 

the interface was determined again by autoradiographic techniques. 

Before this final  sutoradiogrsphic Maauraasnt9the a] irainua . !•     i tde 
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Figure 1:     Sample arrangement showing an Si-SiCL interface which 
has been coated with sodium by electrolytic deposition. 
The tracer Na  was used to allow a determination of 
the local sodium concentration on the interface. 
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and the extraneous NaCl remaining at that interface were removed by 

an H^PO^-HNO- etch.  Samples displaying an inhomogeneous final distrib- 

ution of sodium at the Si-SiO interface were disregarded in the 

energy barrier determinations. 

The areal densi,/ of sodium at the Si-SiO. interface was determined 

on the samples used for the thermionic emission and photoemission 

22 
measurements.  The Na  distribution in the Si09 was profiled by 

incrementally sectioning the Si02 in "P-etch".  The thickness of the 

removed sections was monitored bv ellipsometric measurements, and the 

22 
Na  concentration associated wich each section was ascertained from 

differential counting measuremencs on the sample.  The sodium profiles 

exhibit a characteristic "U" shaped distribution, in which all but a 

small trace of the sodium is found at one or the other interface 
12 

Figure 2 shows the distribution of sodium near the Si-SiO interface for 

15     2 
the sample containing 1.3 x 10  Na/cm .  In each case, the sodium 

density associated with the respective sample is the total density 

within 500 X of the Si-SiO» interface.  No appreciable sodium was 

found to penetrate into the silicon. 

III.  INTERNAL PHOTOEMISSION 

1 13 
Internal Photoemission, as developed by Williams, '  has become 

a quite reliable technique for the determination of interface energy 

barriers. The minimum energy of the photon necessary to excite an 

electron over the contact barrier is determined by examining the depen-l- 

ence of photocurrent on photon energy near threshold.  The form of the 

14 
photoyield, Y above threshold <J> was determined  theoretically to be, 

31. 
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Figure 2:     Sodium distribution near the Si-SiO. interface at X - 0. 
This interface is covered with 1.3 x 10  Na/cm , most 
of which is within 100 X of the interface. 
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Y = K (Rw - 4>) 
n/2 

where n is an Integer between 2 and 5.  Typically, the threshold is 

determined by fitting the yield to a power law '  '   using n = 4 or 6. 

However, the analysis for Si-SiO. is complicated by a rapid variation 

of the optical constants of silicon in the range of interest.  The 

rapid drop in optical absorption beiov/ the direct gap at Ku - 3.2 eV 

produces a corresponding drop in photoyield which obscures the threshold 

behavior. 

A simple method is used to correct for the rapid variation of 

the silicon optical absorption coefficient a which allows a relatively 

accurate determination of the threshold energy.  As in the case of 

vacuum photoemission, the photoelectric yield Y can be written  as, 

(Kui) =  /    1 + L(E) ci(Ka))  T(E)N(E,KCü )dE 

where, L ■ electron scattering length 

a = optical at'.jnuation 

T ■ barrier transmission probability 

N ■ Electron energy distribution at the silicon surface 

E ■ Electron energy. 

A simplification can be made for the case. 
17,18 

L(E) a(Ru)) « 1 
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Y(Ruj) \  a(Ra)) 
/T(E)N(EtKa): 

L(E) 
dE. 

14 
From Kane,  we have near threshold, 

T(E)N(E.Ku)) 

/ L(E) 
K (Raj - $)n/2. 

Finally, we can define a corrected photoyield, Y(Rw)/a(Rii)) which allows 

a determination of the threshold energy by a fit to a power law relation- 

ship. 

Y(Rü))/a(Ra)) ^ ß (Raj - *) 
n/2 

For silicon, this relationship is valid for Rw £ 3.5 eV. Using a 

corrected yield, equal to Y (R(jj)/a(R(D), we have been able to determine 

the photoelectric threshold I« 

The spectral response of photocurrent was measured from samples 

which were uniformly covered with sodium at three different densities. 

After correcting for reflectivity, the absolute photoyield Y was 

obtained as a function of photon energy, as shown in Fig. 3.  The 

nominal electric field used to sweep the electrons through the SiO„ was 

1 x 10 V/cm in each case. Notice that the absolute photoyield is 

increased at all photon energies by an increase in the sodium density, 

particularly at photon energies below 4.0 eV.  The photoyield drops 

34. 
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Figure  3: Absolute photoemission yield from Si-SiO    interfaces, 

which were coated with sodium at  three widely different 
concentrations.    The measurements were obtained with a 

V/cm in the SiO  . nominal electric field e 10 

5.0     5.5      6.0 
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rapidly below 3.2 eV due to the decreasing optical absorption as well 

as the energy threshold.  Dips seen in the photoyield at 3.6 eV and 

4.4 eV are due to strong optical transitions19 at A- - A, and X - X in 
3   1     4   1 

the zone, each of which produces only low energy electrons with insuf- 

ficient energy to surmount the barrier.  SimUar structure is seen in 

vacuum photoemission from a cesiated silicon surface.  The physical 

situation in the internal photoemission is analogous to that for 

vacuum cesiated silicon, except that the alkali ion is applied internally. 

The absolute magnitude of the internal photoyield was somewhat influenced 

by conditions during drift of the sodium to the silicon interface. 

An increase of the electric field in the Si02 increases the photo- 

yield but does not greatly influence the major features of the distrib- 

ution. The representative family of curves in Fig. 4 was measured at 

nominal fields of 1, 2, and 3 x 106 V/cm for a sample containing 

15     2 
1.3 x 10  Na/cm ; a similar field dependence was found at 5 x 1012 and 

14     2 
2.6 x 10  Na/cm . We find that the dependence of photoyield upon the 

electric field does not follow the relationship which has been used 

for photoemission from a pure Si-Si02 interface.
20 This is hardly 

surprising since the sodium at the interface is redistributed by any 

change in the applied electric field. Also, the gross distortion of 

the electric Held by sodium near the interface as well as the large 

number of sodium related scattering centers cause the sodium coated 

interface to deviate far from the ideal Si-SiO interface. 

The photoelectric thresholds are determined by examining the 

corrected photoyield (Y/a) near the threshold energy.  For a sodium 

36. 
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Figure 4: absolute photoemission yield  from an  Si-SiO    interface 
which was  coated with  1.3 x 10      Na/cm      Photocurrent 
was megsured  for nominal electric  fields of  c  =  1,2, 
3 x 10    V/cm In  the  SiO   . 
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15     2 
density of 1.3 x 10 " Na/cm , the one-half power of (Y/a) is displayed 

against photon energy in Fig. 5.  A best fit of the data to the theo- 

retical model was obtained ^y n = f, which gives a linear relationship 

between vTh.    and photon energy.  The extrapolated photoelectric thresh- 

olds are 2.46, 2.38, and 2.34 eV for nominal electric fields of 1, 2, 

and 3 x 10 V/cm respectively.  The field dependence of the threshold 

is considerably less than that predicted by the Schottky effect for a 

simple clean interface.  Of course, there is no a priori reason to 

expect that the Schottky effect should be applicable because the 

sodium near the interface is redistributed by a changing electric field 

and the field near the interface is distorted by the presence of 

ionized sodium.  An extrapolation of the photothreshold energy to zero 

electric field indicates an interface barrier of 2.6 + 0.1 eV for 

15     2 
1.3 x 10  Na/cm , assuming a parabolic dependence of threshold upon 

field. 

14 Similarly, the photoelectric threshold is determined for 2.6 x 10 
2 

Na/cm from the data in Fig. 6.  Here, the photoyield near threshold 

is somewhat distorted by a shoulder which appears at 2.8 eV. This 

shoulder, which appears more prominently in the photoyield at 5 x 1012 

2 
Na/cm , will be discussed below.  The thresholds determined by extraplation 

are 2.69 and 2.73 eV for fields of 3 and £ x 106 V/cm.  An extrapolation 

of threshold to zero electric field yields a barrier of 2.9 + 0.1 eV. 

The corrected photoyield near threshold for 5 x 1012 Na/cm2 is 

complicated by a peak at 2.8 eV. This peak, also seen at 2.6 x 1014Na/cm2, 

appears to have a magnitude which is nearly independent of sodium 

38. 
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Figure 6: Half power of the photoyleld, corrected for the optical 
attenuation a of silicon, as a function of the photon 
energy.  The extrapolated thresholds for photoemission 
are 2.69 and 2."'3 eV for nominal electric fields of 
F. 

a 2 and 3 x 10 V.cm respectively.  The threshold 
for e = 1 x 10 V.cm is observed by the presence of a 
shoulder in the curve at Ku ■ 2.8 eV. 
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concentration. Also, the absolute photoyleld Y is of the same order 

of magnitude as that found by Goodman for emission from the conduction 

band of degenerately doped Si.  It seems reasonable that this extra 

peak is due to the photoemission of electrons from the conduction band 

of the degenerately doped silicon substrate.  The photothresholds can 

be estimated in this case to be about 3.0 + 0.1, 3.1 + 0.1, and 

3.2 + 0.1 eV for electric fields of 3, 2, and / x 106 V/cm.  Very 

approximately, the energy barrier at zero field is 3.4 + 0.1 eV. 

IV.  THERMIONIC EMISSION 

Thermionic emission of electrons from silicon into Si02 was measured 

in order to provide an independent check of the interface energy barrier. 

To facilitate a comparison with the photoemission results, thermionic 

emission and photoemission measurements were performed on the same 

sample, with 1.3 x 1015 Na/cm2.  The measurements were performed in 

an ambient atmosphere of N2 gas which was dried at the temperature of 

liquid nitrogen. The nominal electric field in the Si02 was 1 x 106 V/cm. 

In the sequence of measurements, the sample was allowed to  stabalize at 

600oC for 2 hours, and then the current was determined at each temper- 

ature after the sample had been Et  equilibrium for 20 minutes.  The 

results are shown in Fig. 8 as the points (J/T2) vs (1/T), to which a 

best fit was made to the Richardson equation.  The solid line in Fig. 8 

is the relation. 

0   $ /kT 
J = A*T2e " 0 
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with v  - 1.60 eV and A* = 215 A.cm -0K.  The fit is relatively 
o 

insensitive to A, but the work function t1 is determined to within + 
o — 

0.02 eV.  The deviation from the Richardson equation at the higher 

temperatures is thought to be due to a small shift of the Fermi level 

towird the center of the gap in the heavily doped silicon.  At the 

-10    2 
low temperature end, the current saturates at 4.5 x 10   A/cm , 

independent of temperature; this appears to be a direct tunneling 

current. 

The work  function  I     determined  bv  thermionic  emission can be 
o 

related directly to the threshold, l( for photoemission from the 

valence band in this case because the Fermi level in the heavily doped 

silicon is within 0.1 eV of the conduction band over the range of 

temperatures used to determine I .  From thermionic emission, one 

would predict a photoemission threshold of 2.7+0.1 eV for an Si-Si02 

interface with 1.3 x 10  Na/cm' and an electric field of 1 x 10 V/cm. 

This compares favorably with the measured threshold of 2.5 +0.1 eV. 

Both thermionic and photoemission results indicate that sodiur 

at an Si-S10- interface will appreciably reduce the contact energy 

barrier.  A simple model for this reduction is outlined in Fig. 9.  For 

the pure Si-SiO« interface, the electric field in the Si02 and the 

image potential of an electron near the interface combine to produce 

an effective potential shown as the dashed line in Fig. 9(a).  The 

barrier • for injection of electrons into the SiO- is reduced by the 

Schottky effect.  When a layer of positive sodium ions is placed near 

thi silicon surface, the SiO    conduction band is distorted, as 
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Figure 9:     Energy diagrams for 
barrier * at a pure 
Schottky effect due 
line shows the effec 
(b) The barrier • at 
a layer of positive 
effective potential 
daslicd line, deviate 
SiO- band bottom. 

the Si-SiO -Al system.  (a) The 
Si-Si02 interface is reduced by ^he 
to the electric field.  The dashed 
tive potential seen by an electron, 
an Si-SiO interface is reduced by 
ions near the interface.  The 
seen by an electron shown as the 
s considerably from the conduction 
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repre-sen 'd In Fig. y(b). At in 9(«)t th« ir ige potential is .idded 

to the B 02 conduction band bottom to prodm  an effective potential. 

In this case, the barrier • Is considerably riduced by the dlpole 

layer at the silicon surface. One should note that the reduction of 

the barrier for electron injection may or nay not be equal no the 

potential drop across the interface dlpole. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

A reduction of the energy barrier between silicon and SiO by 

the presence of sodium has been confirmed by careful photoemisslon and 

thermionic emission measurements of uniformly coated interfaces.  A 

good agreement is found between the barrier iletermined by the two 

different experiments on the same sample.  The barrier reduction is 

attributed to a dipole layer formed by sodium on the interface.  The 

barrier can be further reduced by an electric field in the SiO , but 

this reduction is considerably less than that expected for the Schottky 

effect on a clean interface. 

The electronic barrier is reduced from A.2 eV to 2.5 eV by 

15     2 
1.3 x 10  Na/cm , or approximately one raonolayer at the Sl-SiO inter- 

face,  i'or this lowest barrier, a maximum absolute phctoyield of 10% 

was found.  A significant barrier reduction was observed for considerably 

smaller sodium concentrations.  This lowered barrier can lead to a 

greatly enhanced Fowler-Nordheim tunnel current at high electric 

fields. 
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II.  BAND STRICTURE AND SWITCHING IN TRANSITION 
METAL OXIDES 

Amorphous thin films of the transition-metal oxides Nb.O,. or Ta^O,. 

are interesting because of the relatively fast bistable switching found 

in these materials. A capacitor of Nb-O,. with opposite electrodes of 

Nb and Bl can be made to switch between two different resistance states 

by the application of voltage pulses of the proper sign and magnitude. 

The actual switching takes place in a filament formed by a controlled 

breakdown of the amorphous Nb-O-.  The conditions which determine the 

filament formation as well as the mechanism of switching in the filament 

were not previously understood. From the work presented here, we have 

gained some understanding of the filament formation process and of 

the mechanism of conduction In the filament.  A good understanding of 

the switching is essential If this type of switchable device is to be 

considered seriously for large scale computer applications.  Our results 

Indicate that filament formation and switching are structural rather 

than electronic, and as such are not attractive for device application 

in any situation where reliability is required (i.e., computers). 

The following sections are concerned with the mechanism of 

filament formation and switching in the niobium oxide system.  These 

studies were facilitated by using two different sample configurations. 

In the first section, a planar geometry with laterally spaced electrodes 

allows us to measure simultaneously the electrical resistance of the 

Nb-O,. while viewing the sample with a transmission electron microscope. 

With this technique, we have found that a high voltage on the Nb-O,. 

leads to an amorphous to crystalline transformation.  The crystallized 
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region has a much lower resistance than the surrounding amorphous matrix. 

Such studies also show that the filament generally starts at irregularities 

or asperities on the metal electrodes at which the local electric field 

is enhanced.  Thus, the formation of a conducting filament is determined 

by gross physical structure rather than by an electronic process.  Sub- 

sequent switching of the filament takes place in the polycrystalline 

material, with the conductivity taking place in the grain boundaries. 

The second article gives the results of our Scanning Internal 

Photoemission (SIP) study of Nb-O in a typical sandwich geometry. 

SIP studies can be used to detect points at which the potential barrier 

at a metal-insulator interface is a minimum.  This would be a preferred 

location for the filament formation and switching process if the forming 

process is barrier controlled. However, our results show that, to a 

resolution of about ly, the local contact barrier does not correlate 

with the switching process.  On the contrary, local Inhomogenieties 

or asperities seem to determine the preferred sites for filament 

formation.  In addition, the photoemission results also show that 

electronic processes such as trap filling and emptying have no sig- 

ni leant influence on the filament formation or switching.  Thus, the 

combination of electrical and optical measurements along with electron 

microscopy indicates that the forming process is controlled by metallurgical 

defects on the electrodes. A local field enhancement leads to current 

injection and thermal runaway producing a crystalline, low resistance, 

filamentary path.  The lowest resistance state appears to be dominated 

by the agglomoratIon of metallic Impurities in the crystalline region, 

 ■ -■ -"'"■ -^  ' ■■'■"^ 
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presumably at grain boundaries. Work Is underway to test this agglomer- 

ation by experiments on intentionally doped materials, such as 

Nb.O  : Bl. 
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A.      DIRECT OBSERVATION OF FIELD-INDUCED CRYSTALLIZATION IN 
NIOBIUM OXIDE FILMS 

R. B. Laibowitz 
S. Mader 

A wide variety of amorphous materials exist which form the active 

element in bistable devices.  These materials are usually fabricated by 

simple vacuum deposition techniques.  A prominent example of such materials 

are the chalcogenide glasses,1 although transition metal oxides2'3 such as 

Nb205 can also be used as the active element.  The devices so constructed 

are characterized by two resistance states and have the ability to 

switch between these states.  The mechanism of switching is not well 

understood although in the case of the chalcogenides. the switching is 

usually associated with th« formation of a conductive crystalline fil- 

ament in the amorphous matrix.  Such a filament was observed for the first 

tlM in our previous work on GeTe4 in which a new technique allowed us to 

view directly the structural changes that take place in an amorphous 

material by transmission electron microscopy, while the sample is switched 

by an applied electric field.  In this paper, we exterrd the use of this 

technique to the stidy of structural transformations and conduction in 

Nb205. 

An oxidized Si wafer is generally used as the substrate for 

preparing samples.  These wafers are readily available, flat and relatively 

smooth.  On the surface, a pair of closely spaced metal electrodes is 

formed by electron beam techniques.4  The space or gap between these 

electrodes is controllable and generally in the range of 2000-5000 8. 

Into this gap, the active material is deposited to thicknesses of 600- 

800 X - for Nb205 rf sputtering is used.  The back part cf :he wafer is 
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then jet-etched <n a HNo_-HF solution producing the sample as shown in 

Fig. 1.  As a result of the thinning procedure tht active element region 

of t..e sample is now transparent to the 100 KeV electrons used in the 

microscope.  The biasing circuit usually consists of a transistor curve 

tracer oscilloscope and a variable current limiting series resistor.  For 

more elegant switching studies pulse equipment can also be used. 

Our initial experiments used Nb electrodes spaced apart about 

2000 A, a section of a typical sample as viewed in the electron micro- 

scope is shown in Fig. 2a.  The Nb electrodes which are opaque to the 

electrons appear black in the micrograph while the amorphous Nb 0,. 

appears much lighter.  In situ electron diffraction on the amorphous 

material which is both between the electrodes and around them shows 

the typical amorphous patterns.  Under electrical bias, the samples 

initially exhibit a high resistance (> 10 HD) up to about 30 V.  At 

this field, crystallization of the amorphous Nb^O results.  The shape 

of the crystallized region is filament-like and generally begins at 

an asperity on the electrode. Often, such crystallized regions will 

form at the edges of the electrodes and an example of such a formation 

is shown in Fig. 2b.  Such edge filaments occur more regularly with 

narrow gaps in which poor contact between the Nb 0 within the gap 

and the electrode is found.  However, it Ll through tnese crystallized 

regions that the current flows. 

Before discussing the conductivity of the crystallized regions, 

it is interesting to review the results of the in situ electron dif- 

fraction measurements.  An electron diffraction example i.aken from 
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Figure  1: Schematic diagram of a sample prepared for simultaneous 
transmission electron microscopy   (TEM)  and electrical 
biasing measurement. 
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Lgure  J: ta)      Electron  mi, rogranh  ,it    t ho   ^ap   between   two  N'h  electrodes. 
Amorplious  Nb»0_   is  between  and   around   these  electrodes, 

(b)      Tvpiral   edge   -   formed,   crystalline   filament   after 
application  of    i()  volts   .across   the   >;ap. 
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the crystalline filament is shown in Fig. 3.  Analysis of such data 

shows that the crystallities have the d-spacing corresponding to a high 

temperature, monoclinic phase of Nb-O .  The particular raonoclinic form 

observed is very close to a tetragonal variation and thus in general 

the crystals have lattice constants of about 3.9 X and 13.0 X. Often 

the long axis is in the direction of current flow and follows a curvature 

defined by the expected field pattern.  Upon further application of high 

currents, the crystallized regions grow in particular directions.  Know- 

ledge of the particular phase that forms (from electron diffraction) 

the shape (from electron microscopy) and the I-V curves should lead to 

determination of possible mechanisms for crystallization and filament 

formation in such amorphous materials. 

An example cr an I-V curve before (a) and after (b) forming is shown 

in Fig. 4.  The nonlinear curve is the result of forming and at higher 

current levelJ, instabilities typical of heating appear.  However, at more 

reasonable biases (below 1 volt) a resistan e of about 1.5 M fi is found. 

Such a resistance is somewhat greater than generally encountered in the 

high resistance state found in bistable resistors of Nb/Nb^O /Bi.  In 

addition, switching is not observed in our samples of Nb/Nb-0 /Nb and none 

was expected in this symmetrical system as past work has shown that a Bi 

electrode is necessary for good switching.  Efforts are underway to make 

electron-beam fabricated planar structures with different electrodes, e.g. 

Nb and Bi.  Such a problem is nontrivial and has broad applications for 

electron beam fabrication in general.  Doped oxides and all Bi electrodes 

will also be used to study both the crystallization and conduction mechanisms 
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Figure 3; In situ electron diffraction pattern taken from the 
filaments formed from the amorphous Nb-Ot-. 
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Figure 4; 
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I-V curves before  (a)  and after   (b)   filament  formation. 
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in these amorphous materials.  From our past work we expect the conductivity 

of the doped filaments to be much higher and with a Bl electrode switching 

should occur. 
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B. PHOTOEMISSION STUDY OF FILAMENT TORMATION IN Nb 0 

T. H. DiStefano 
R. B. Laibowitz 

A conductive channel, formed in a thin amorphous film of Nb^ by a 

controlled breakdown, shows bistable resistive switching.  The mechanisn. 

of filament formation and switching are not understood at present, but 

several plausible models have been proposed.  One possibility1'2 is that 

the change in conductivity is the result of a contact barrier which is 

reversibly altered by the application of an electric field of the prüper 

polarity. The concept of this barrier modification is outlined in Fig. 1. 

The Nb-Nb205 interface is an injecting contact, while that at Nb^-Bi is 

blocking.3 Therefore, current flow through this system is limited by the 

barrier * at the Nb^-Bi interface. We investigated the possibility that 

an applied electric field, along with some local h.ating. may induce a 

change in the barrier $ by the formation of a polarization layer at the 

interface. A small, stable change of the interface barrier from ^  to ^ 

will cause a large increase of the injection current. 

Scanning Internal Photoemission (SIP) was used to study the Nb^-Bi 

interface barrier.  In particular, we attempted to find a field induced or 

a temperature induced local barrier change on the Nb^-Bi interface. Also. 

from an SIP map of the Interface, we looked for a correlation between the 

local photoemission yield and the point at which a conductivity filament 

was formed.  From the model oased on a changing conta.r. barrier, one mi,ht 

expect filament formation to occur at a point where the initial barrier is 

lowest.  The photoemission map was used to find the point of lowest initial 

barrier, or correspondingly, highest photocurrent. 
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Figure 1: Energy diagram showing Ml Nb-0 -Bl Interface with a 
variable contact barrier.    One possible model for 
switching In  the Nb-NhjO^-BL   -ystem Involves a field 
Induced change In the contact barrier ^. 
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Figure 2; Absolute photoconductivity of  (1) Nb,0_ and of  (2)   (Nb„) 
2^1205 near the Photoconductivity edge. 2 88 
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All of the photoemlssion experiments were performed on NbjO,- thin 

films on a niobium substrate.  Both sputtered and anodized films were 

examined, with similar results.  The Nb^CL-Bi contact was formed by 

vacuum evaporation if a of a 200Ä of bismuth onto the Nb-0,. film at room 

temperature.  Then, photoemlssion of electrons from the bismuth into the 

Nb205 was measured from local areas about Ip in diameter.  The local photo- 

current, displayed as a function of x and y on the sample, mirrors the 

NbjOc-Bi contact barrier.  A 6328A laser was used as the light source for 

the photoemlssion measurements.  A high photocurrent corresponds to i low 

contact barrier. 

Along with photoemlssion from the bismuth itself, our measurements 

may include emission from traps near the Nb?0 -Hi interface as well as 

emission from a mixed Nb-Bi oxide which could form near the Interface.  We 

found no effective way to distinguish between the emission from traps near 

the interface and that from the bismuth itself.  However, we did find that 

a mixed Nb-Bi oxide near the interface will not contribute to the photo- 

current, since the mixed oxide is a good Insulator with a well defined 

bandgap well above the 1.96 eV photon energy.  The photoconductivity 

measured from a mixed oxide (Mb „-Bi icK0-; ^s  shown in Fig. 2, along with 

the photoconductivity from pure Nb-O,.. The bandgap of the mixed oxide is 

3.2 eV, somewhat less than the 3.5 eV of the NbjO,-.  The photoconductivity 

measured below 3.2 eV is due to photoemlssion from the contacts.  Clearly, 

we should not see pnotoem'bsion from the valence band of any mixed Nb-Bi 

oxide which may form near the interface. 

An SIP map of a typical Nb20 -Bi Interface Is ihMfll in Fig. 3(a). 
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Figure 3: (a) Scanning Internal Photoemission map of the Nb 0 -Bi 
interface. The bright areas correspond to a relatively 
large photoelectric yield. (b) High contrast scanning 
reflectivity measurement of the same area as that shown 
in the photoemission measurement in (a". 
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Here, light areas correspond to areas where the photocurrent is relatively 

high.  Both sputtered and anodized Nb20 films displayed the spotty 

character shown here; the dark spots about lOp in diameter are regions 

where th» photoyield is relatively low. On this and other samples, the 

photoemission map was not changed after the sample had bean exposed to 

temperatures up tc 200oC, at which point, the sample became so conductive 

that the photoemission measurements could not be obtained.  Apparently, th« 

increased onductivity was not due to a reduction of the Nb?0 -Bi barrier. 

For reference. Fig. 3(b) shows reflectivity measured from the same sample. 

The sample in Fig. 3 was "formed" twice by the application of a 40 

volt pulse to the bismuth.  Surprisingly, both filaments formed at points 

where the photoyield was relatively low.  A filament did not form at the 

bright spot seen in the middle of Fig. 3(a), as might be expected.  In no 

case did we find a correlation between filament formation and a low contact 

barrier. 

In conclusion, there appears to be no connection between conductivity 

of an unformed Nb-O,. sample and photoemission at the Nb-O^-Bi contact. 

The location of filament formation is thus not determined by contact 

barrier lowering, at least to a resolution of ly. 
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C.    QUASI ELAST IC ELECTRON SCATTERING IN EuO;  A POSSIBLE EXPLANATION FOR 

OBSERVED "PARAMAGNETIC" SPIN-POl WIZED PHOTOEMISSION 

D. E. Eastman 

ABSTRACT:  Photoemission energy distributions and yield measurements for 

(lOO)EuO show that "quasielastic" rather than inelastic electron scattering 

dominates the photoemission ercape process for electrons excited % J.5 eV 

above threshold.  In this "quasielastic" scattering regime (with a large 

effective escape depth %  50-100 A), it is suggested that the spin-polarization 

need not be conserved in the photoemission escape process, and that reported 

"paramagnetic" spin-polarized photoemission at 10CK is possibly due to quasi- 

elastic spin-flip scattering. 
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EuO Is known as an Ideal model Heisenberg ferromagnet and has been 

Intensively studied due to its interesting magnetic, electrical, optical and 

1-3 
photoemisslon propertiefi  .  EuO is unusual among the Eu-chalcogenides 

and other rare-earth chalnogenides in that it has a very low electron 

3 
affinity ($>A * 0'6 eV for (100)EuO ) together with a large band gap 

(E \  A eV) between the valence p-bands and the bottom of the conduction 

band.  This has the interesting consequence that quasi-elastic electron 

scattering, rather than the more usual inelastic pair-production electron 

scattering, dominates the photoemisslon escape process for emitted electron 

energies within i - ♦. 'V 3.4 eV of threshold.  In this note we present 
g     A 

Photoemisslon energy distribution and quantum yield measurements for single 

crystal (100)EuO which show these scattering effects for excitations of both 

localized 4f-electrons and valence p-electrons. 

2 
Recently, interesting spin-polarized photoemisslon measurement 

have been reported for single crystal (100)EuO and a äurprizin^ result was 

obtained.  Namely, the spin-polarization of photoemltted 4f electrons 

exhibited a "paramagnetic" behavior at \  10oK and did not saturate in a 

magnetic field up to ^ 25kOe, well above the bulk saturation field of \  8k0e. 

This behavior was attributed to a "paramagnetic surface sheet".  The observed 

field-dependent spin polarization was attributed mainly to photoemisslon 

from this paramagnetic sheet (with conservation of spin-polarization), together 

with possible spin-disorder scattering of "hulk" photoelectrons by this sheet. 

Based on our observation of predomlnarr quaslelastlc electron scattering 

for energies Involved in the spln-polarlzed photoemisslon experiments, an 

alternative explanation of the  is» rved "paramagnetic" behavior is that 

spln-polarlzation is not conserved In the pho! emission process for (100)EuO 

< 
with dv ^  5 eV.  Namely, in the quasiolastic siattering regime with Its large 

ctfectlve escape depth (^ 50-100 *) , electrons undergo multiple scattering 
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before being emitted and can undergo slgnlftcant apln-fllp aoatterlng via 

«agnons. purities, the s„r£ace. etc.. as „ell as via a possible paramagnetic 

surface layer. 

An energy level diagram3 for (10(.)EuO is shown in Fig. 1.  As seen. 

EuO has a very low electron affinity ^ * 0.6 eV; a wide energy gap 

EPap 1 4 eV between the valence 2p band and the conduction band.  Consequently, 

electrons excited within E^ . 4 eV of the bottom of the conduction band 

cannot scatter via inelastic pair-production scattering.4 and quasi- 

elastic electron scattering (phonons. etc.) is expected to dominate and be 

observable in photoemi.sion energy distributions and quantum yield measure- 

.ents.  Characteristic "crossover" energies for excitations of 4f electrons(E^ ) 

and 2p electrons  ( E^) are shown in Fig. 1. above which inelastic scattering" 

becomes dominant. 

Photoemlasion energy distributions (PED's) illustrating the effect of 

quasielastic scattering on 4f- and 2p- electron emission are shown in Fig. 2. 

Photon energies just below and above the "cross over" energies E4f , 5 eV 
2n cr — 

and Ecr 2, 8 eV for 4f- and 2p- electron emission are shown.  Energy dis- 

tributions were measured for a (100)EuO single crystal of area * 1 cm2 cleaved 

in situ (p ^ 1 x Uf" Torr) using a retardlng sphere ^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ 

The quantum yield per absorbed photon shown in Fig. 3 was determined by comparing 

with a calibrated photodiode.  Corrections for the transmission of a LiF window 

and the reflectivity6 of EuO have been made. 

In Fig. 2. the FED for hv - 4.9 eV shows a broad structureless triangular 

shape extending from the vacuum level E* = 0 up to the top of the 4f level at 

E  2 4 eV.  A similar behavior has been observed for 2.8 ! hv 1 4.9 eV.  Then, 

for photon energies hv > ijj . 5 eV. a sharper peak showing the . 1.2 eV level 

width of the 4f level in EuO is seen to emerge.  This is seen in the FED for hv - 

5.6 eV in Fig. 2.  As shown in Fig. 2. a similar b.havior is seen for 2p-band 
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EuO - ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM 

\ACUUM 

4' -E*m 
SOLID 
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Fig. 1  c.ch« .atic energy level diagram for single crystal (100)EuO.  The 
Inti rnal energy E  is measured relative to the germi level near the 
conviction band minimum and the kinetic energy E  is measured 
re] 'ive lo  the vacuum level.  Localized 4f states (left side of 
ord late) are distinguished from the valence- and conduction-band 
sta;es. 
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Fig. 2  Photoemission energy distributions (PED's) for (100)EuO.  Kinetic 
energies E are measured relative to the vacuum level E* = 0. 
Electron emission extends to energies below E* = 0 due to edge effects 
of our EuO crystal, probably because of the low electron affinity 

^A 1 ,6 eV. 
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emission.  Namely, for hv ^ E P ^ 8 eV (i.e. hv = 7.7 eV in Fig. 2), a broad 

structureless triangular shape extending from E  = 0 to E ^ 3.5 eV is seen. 

Then rather abruptly for hv ^ 8 eV, a much sharper p-band emission peak 

develops (^ 0.8 eV wide for hv - 8.3 eV in Fig. 2).  For both 4f- and 2p- 

electron emission, the sharp structures emerge when inelastic electron 

scattering becomes dominant.  In this regime, electrons undergo large energy 

losses upon scattering and thus become separated from the primary emission 

of "unscattered" electrons which are related to band structure features.  In 

contrast, when quasielastic electron scattering dominates (E ^ 3 eV in 

Fig'. 2), scattered electrons only lose 'v 0.1 eV per collision and thus scattered 

electrons become indistinguishable from the "primary" electrons.  The fact that 

* < 
no sharp structures are observed in the P^D s for E  'v 3 eV indicates that 

these low energy emitted electrons have, on the average, undergone numerous 

"quasielastic" scattering events. 

The quantum yield (Fig. 3) also illustrates the effect of quasielastic 

scattering.  Namely, we expect a much shorter effective escape depth in the 

inelastic scattering regime (relative to the quasielastic regime) and thus 

a diminished quantum yield for hv just above E  'v 5 eV and E  'v 8 eV. -i J -i cr — cr — 

This behavior is seen in Fig. 3 as two pronounced dips in the yield at hv ^5.8 eV 

7 8 
and 8.5 eV, respectively.   Using the three-step model of photoemission , we 

can use the measured yield to make a rough estimate of the effective escape depth 
Q 

l  as follows.  The yield is given as 

where Tf  Is the free-electron escape probability, a(w) the absorption 

coef f I'-ient,  t(E ) the effective escape depth, and AN(E ) the appropriate 

fraction of electrons excited above the vacuum level.   Using a reasonable 

?:, 
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Fig. 3  Quantum yield for (100)EuO.  The 4f-electron contribut;ion to the 
total yield is shown by the dashed line. 
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inner potential of V %_5  eV, and the measured absc ption coefficients  of 

a ^1 x 10 en.  at 4 eV and a ^6-10 x 10 cm" at h v- 8 eV, we estimate for 

both Af-deriveci and 2p-derived electron emission an average effective escape 

depth r(E ) ^50-100 X for electrons excited 1-3 eV above the vacuum level. 

This depth is much greater than is normally observed for metals (typically 

5 ^ i <^20 X) such as Ni and Ag . 

Recently, interesting spin-polarized photoemission experiments have been 

2 
reported fcr (100)EuO which show an unexpected magnetic-field-dependent 

behavior above saturation (H ^8 koe) at ^10OK.  These results have been 

interpreted as evidence of a paramagnetic surface sheet on EuO, possibly as 

thin as a fe.v layers, which dominates the spin-polarized plotoemission (with 

polarization conserved in the photoemission process).  Our above-described 

measurements for EuO show that quasielastic scattering is predominant for 

photon energies used in the spin-folarized experiments  (Iv % 5 eV) and that 

more than Just the outer few layers (probably 50 A-100 A) contribute to 

the measured emission.  Thus, while the cross-section for quasielastic 

aon-spin-flip scattering is probably largest, quasielastic spin-flip 

scattering processes can likely occur (via magnons, bulk impurities, surface 

impurities, etc.) and the assumption of conservation of spin polarization is 

proba.lv not valid.  In this case, one need not postulate the existence of a 

paramagnetic surface sheet in order to explain observed field dependences above 

magnetic saturation.  Namely, multiple spin-flip scattering in a magnetic field 

will yield i contribution to  the spin-polarization  P which varies roughly 

as APT H/T, and the cross-sections of various magnetic scatterers can be field- 

dependent.  A paramagnetic surface layer might also be present, and in fact would 

be an effective spin-flip scattering mechanisn,.  Quasielastic spin-flip scattering 

can also qualitatively explain the reported dependence of spin polarization on 
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Photon energy (Fig. 1 m Ref. 2).  Namely, quaslelastic spin-flip scattering is 

expected to diminish (1. e. number of electron scattering events per emitted 

electron) with increasing energy. Thus the spin-polarization should be an 

increasing function of photon energy near threshold, as is observed. The large 

spin-polarization of La-doped EuO observed at low photon energies might 

be due in part to the impurity electrons (assumer ordered) having higher taergy 

states than the 41 states and thus better preserving their spin-polarization 

upon escape. 

In summary, we have presented data illustrating quaslelastic and inelastic 

scattering processes exhibited by EuO. Reported spin-polarization photoemissicn 

experiments^, together with our measurements, suggest that EuO exhibits 

interesting spin-flip electron scattering which warrants further study. 
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III.      INSTABILITIES ASSOCIATED WITH METAL-GLASS   INTERACTIONS 

In electronic  device  technology,there  will  be  increasingly  strong 

emphasis on  utilization of multilayer  glass-metal  structures.     The 

severe   reliability problem  in  these   structures are associated mainly 

with  the   instability of  the glass  laver;   both electrical and mechanical 

failure  modes  have been encountered which  lead  to  failure of  the 

dielectric.     In general,   structural   instabilities  In  the  glass have 

been found  to start with localized crystallization or phase separation 

initiated  by a  small amount of  surface   impurity  such as Na and P  ions, 

or by a direct  interaction with a metal  layer on  the  glass.     We  are 

particularly concerned with metal or  Impurity induced crystallization 

which occurs at  temperatures below  those  used  in  semiconductor processing. 

In one study, we have  found that the common dopant phosphorus, will 

induce crystallization even at temperatures down to 5250C.     In this 

report,   results of our investigation  in  two areas are presented: 

Crystallization of  Si02 by P ions and a glass-vanadium interaction. 

We  found that when phosphorus is diffused into a clean film of 

Si02,   it  enhances crystallization of   the oxide  film.     The enhanced 

crystallization has been found to occur at  a temperature as low as 

5250C.     Using  the autoradiographic method  to map  out P distribution 

after the  diffusion, we have associated  the high P concentration regions 

with crystallites  in  the  Si02.     Diffusion of  P at  5250C  leads to  the 

formation of  a-quartz  crystals.     These  crystals  transformed  to a- 

cristobalite after a subsequent heat   treatment  at  1200oC  for 25  hours. 

The  low temperature  crystallization of  a-quartz  could be  induced  by 
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the  easy  nucleation of  compounds  such as  P^K   •   SiO    and P^Oc   ■   2Si.O-, 

which are   typically  'ised on  the  surface  of  quartz  in  semiconductor 

technology. 

The  enhanced  crystallization  cannot   bo   understood without  a 

detailed  study of   the  P diffusion  in  SiO     films.     We  found  that  the  P 

diffusion  catallyzed a localized amorphous-to-crystalline  transformation 

in  the   initially amorphous  films  thereby creating  rapid  diffusion 

paths  at   the   interfaces between  the  crystalline  islands and  the 

surrounding amorphous matrix.     The  composite  nature of  the  experimentally 

32 
determined P ' penetration profiles confirmed that structural defects 

(i.e. crystallites) were contributing to the flux of P through SIO 

film in addition to that anticipated from ordinary diffusion in the 

amorphous matrix.  The reaction rate theory seems tt e)plain readily 

the temperature activated behavior for diffusion in glass, and the 

free volume the extremely small preexponential factor.  It seems that 

P might migrate with a surrounding tetrahedra of xoygen atoms as a 

complex of (PO,) .  The complex moves through the network by successively 

breaking and remaking Si-0 bonds.  The strength of a saturated Si-0 

bond (""2 eV) is close to the activation energy of 1.8 eV that we 

measured experimentally.  Diffusion down the crystalline-amorphous 

interface is characterized by an activation energy (1.0 eV) which is 

very close to the 1.8 eV found for the amorphous network.  This suggests 

that migration along the interface may be due to a similar bond breaking 

process as in the network except that the average free volume in the 

interface is much larger than in the amorphoiu; network.  This explains 
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why the grain surface diffu..ion of phosphorus is much faster than 

bulk, diffusion. 

Glass-vanadium interation.  Most conducting metalt interact rather 

weakly with glass as shown by their poor adhesion to the glass surface. 

The adhesion can be greatly improved by first depositing a very thin 

underlayer of Cr, Ti or V on the glass surface.  The interaction between 

these metals and glass develops the stronr, bonding needed for adhesion, 

but at the same time it endangers the stability of the glass by decomp- 

osition or recrystallization.  We found that the metal vanadium and 

oxidized Si02 film reacts at temperatures above 800
oC. The reaction 

decomposes Si02 and results in the formation of vanadium-rich silicides: 

V3Si and V^Si.^.  The V^Si forms as a continuous layer, has a P-tungsten 

structure and becomes superconducting at about ]50K.  We note that 

silicide formation are commonly observed in contact reaction between 

metals and silicon, however, the silicides formed by contact reaction 

are generally silicon-rich rather than metal-rich.  Thus the glass-metal 

reaction has introduced new information about the formation of compounds. 
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A. CATALYZED CRYSTALLIZATION AND TRANSFORMATION   IN Si02 THIN  FILMS 

E.   I.   Aiessandrlni  and  D.   R.   Campbell 

Although  it  is  known that  silica  films  grown under contaminating 

circumstances  contain crystallites.     It wasn't  until  recent  diffusion 

.studies     that  evidence was obtained which  indicated a catalytic  influence 

on  trie  amorphous-to-crystalline  transformation.     The  rapid diffusion mode 

of  I'32  In  SIC     films was  correlated with  the  existence of  islands  of  crys- 

talline  Siü„  in the amorphous  film matrix.     In  this  study,  using electron 

microscope  ani diffraction techniques,   the  effect  of  phosphorus diffusion 

on  the  crystalline  transformation was  invest ij-ated.     Diffusion heat   treat- 

men 
.32 ts using P  were carried out as a function of varying times and tempc r- 

atures and the results were compared with similar treatments in undiffused 

32 
Siü9 films.  It was found that devitrification, in the case of P  diffused 

films, occurred at temperatures as low as 5250C.  The undiffused films did 

not show any phase change up to temperatures as high ai. 1200oC for 25 hours. 

The crystallization was dependent on the presence of the impurity and three 

32 
distinct phases were observed and identified in the P  diffused films. 

By selected area electron diffraction the crystal phase which appeared after 

100 hrs | 5250C was identified as 2Si02'P205.  With an additional heat 

treatment at 1200oC for 25 hours, the low temperature a quartz phase and 

the high temperature a cristobalit» phase were observed.  The experimental 

evidence suggests that the P rich phases may be the nuclei which catalyzed 

the crystalline behavior and growth of Si02. 
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Introduction 

Considerable interest has been shown in thermally grown silicon oxide 

films from the standpoint of studying device oriented properties as well as 

structural properties.  Since it is a common material for surface passix/a- 

tion and insulation, defects in oxide films have been reported   and are 

generally believed to be small crystallites formed at localized nucleation 

centers, such as impurities, during the early stages of growth.  However, 

the type of Impurities and the conditions which induce crystallization in 

the amorphous films are not clearly understood. 

This paper describes the structural aspects of phase transformati 

.32 

ons 

in Si02 films when P  is diffused in the amorphous oxide.  The purpose of 

this investigation was to determine the effect of the impurity as a func- 

tion of time and temperature and compare the results with similarly treated 

undiffused films.  It will be shown that the transformation from the amor- 

phous to a crystalline phase was dependent on the catalytic behavior of the 

phosphorus. 

Experimental Procedure 

Thin films of amorphous Si02 were prepared by thermal oxidation and 

grown to 1000A in thickness on silicon wafers (Czocharlski, p-type, boron 

doped, 2 ohm-cm) one inch in diameter and a (100) orientation.  Two series 

of experime-.ts were carried out: (1) Phosphorous ^as diffused into the 

32 
amorphous films using P  isotope at two different ti...es and temperatures 

(5250C for 100 hrs. under a low P pressure followed by 25 hrs. | 1200oC 

anneal in vacuum) and (2) undiffused films given the same heat treatments. 

The source of the radioisotope was neutron activated, red phosphorous 
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powder which was encapsulated together with the Si02/SI samples in evacu- 

ated silica ampculeso  At the temperatures of treatment the phosphorous 

source was completely vaporized» 

Upon completion of the heating cycles, autoradiographs were made of 

the P32 diffused samples (Fig. 1), and structural defects were suggested by 

32 
the appearance of numerous, small areas of high P  concentration.  Some of 

32 
these wafers were diced and portions which showed high P  concentrations 

as well as portions showing the least structural defects were prepared for 

examination in an electron microscope»  In addition, undiffused wafers were 

also diced and back jet-etched, using a 9:1HN03:HF etchanc, for structure 

observation using electron diffraction and nlcroscopy techniques. 

Experimental Results and Discusjion 

Prior to heat tieating the S102/Si transmission and reflection electron 

diffraction patterns were obtained.  The results indicated that the 1000A 

SiO film was amorphous, and the electron micrographs confirmed this.  After 

P32 was diffused at 5250C for 100 hrs. samples were taken, using the auto- 

32 
radiographs, from heavily concentrated P  areas as well as from areas of 

the lowest concentration in the amorphous films.  Electron micrographs and 

selected area diffraction patterns from these areas showed the onset of 

crystallization (Fig. 2), and the areas of heavy concentration of the rndio 

active Isotope were completely crystalline while the least concentrated 

areas showed crystallites in an amorphous matrix.  The particles, shaped as 

spherulites, can be seen in dark field (Fig. i)  when a reflection of the 

diffraction pattern is used for image formation. 

The electron diffraction patterns showed random orientation of the 

■ 
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Fig. 3.  P  diffused SiO film on (100) Si wafer^  5250C 100 hrs. 
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crystallites.  The data was analyzed, and the structure was identified as 

that of 2510» P„0.  According to the phase diagram (Fig. 4) the appearance 

of this structure seemed reasonable. 

In the second portion of this investigation, these films were given 

an annealing treatment at 1200oC in evacuated silica ampoules for 25 hours. 

A transformation was apparent from both the electron diffraction patterns 

and micrographs (Fig, 5)„  The analysis of the diffraction data proved 

that two polymorphic Si0~ structures were now present.  They were the low 

temperature form a quart/ as well as the high temperature form a cristo- 

oalite (Fig, 6). 

The undiffused films were given heat treatments of similar times and 

temperatures.  Results were obtained using the identical techniques for 

sample preparation and examination as in the case of the diffused films. 

They showed that no crystalline phase developed (Fig, 7), 

In this portion of the study, the primary concern was the correlation 

between impurity and its effect on the formation of crystallites of SiO,, 

in the amorphous film matrix.  No attempt was made to analyze une steps 

that constitute the chemical reaction which led to crystalline compound 

formation.  Rather, we simply note that the phase segregation after the 

32 
heat treatment @ 5250C for 100 hrso as shown by varying P  concentrations 

in the autoradiographs and determined by electron diffraction suggests 

evidence of a first stage catalyzed crystallization.  This stage is 

characterized by the appearance of phosphosilicate compounds which in turn 

become the nuclei for the subsequent growth of crystalline phases of SiO., 

Heating these films in vacuum an additional 25 hrs, | 1200oC resulted 
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TABLE  I 

PHASE IDENTIFICATION OF CRYSTALLITES FORMED AFTER P 
WAS DIFFUSED 0 5250C FOR 100 HRS 

32 

Observed 

d(A) I 

5.905 S 
4.018 s 
3.948 vs 

3.550 vs 
3.401 M 

2.823 

2.669 
2.549 

2.430 

2.281 

2.188 

M 

VW 
W 

W 

2.057 W 
1.972 WM 
1.913 WW 

1.800 W 

1.756 ii 

1.700 VW 
1.657 w 

msities- RelatJ 

2SiO„ •P.,0^ 2 2 5 
(Ref. 7-8) 

d(A) hki 1   I/I 

8.06 0003 
6.55 1011    34 
5.93 1012    19 
4.024 0006    44 
3.941 1015    52 
3.932 1120 
3.53- 112: 1   100 
3.364 205J 17 
3.277 2022 6 
3.078 10T7 7 
2.812 1156 36 
2.783 20?5 52 
2.684 0009 6 
2.559 2131 17 
2.517 2132 9 
2.423 2027 3 
2.36/ 2134 11 
2.272 2135 14 
2.270 3030 
2.259 2028 
2.216 1129 17 
2.185 3033 8 
2.090 lOl,] 1   5 
2.063 2137 11 
1.977 3036 25 
1.910 2243 4 
1.883 3141 3 
1.845 202,1 1   3 
1.792 101,1 3   5 
1.792 11?,1 2 
1.766 22?6 12 
1.761 213,1 0 
1.759 31^5 
1.685 40^2 4 
1.670 213,1 1  10 
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in the formation of crystallites of Si02.  Both the low temperature form 

a quartz (stable under 5730C), and the high temperature form a cristobalite 

(Fig. 8) were present. The major constituent was a quartz.  Since it is 

known that the polymorphic phase transformation of bi02 is very sluggish, 

it seems likely that continued annealing for long periods of time (3 1200oC 

would result in the complete phase change to a cristobalite. 

In summary, our work shows that catalyzed crystallization does occur 

when P rich crystallites form, and their formation is directly dependent 

on the sufficient transport, by diffusion, of P into localized areas of 

the amorphous SiO« films.  In this study, the presence of a gas phase 

32 
provided for the rapid transport of P  at the film surface.  The forma- 

tion of 23102^20,. in turn catalyzed the Si02 phases.  That crystallization 

did not occur in the uniformly P-doped samples of Sugano et al does not 

seem surprising since diffusion in the solid amorphous phase is probably 

too low to allow for the formation of suitable nuclei. 
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undefined nvr^sure  of  stability.     Solid   lines  represent   stable 
stabe;   dashed   lines  represent  metastable  state       Ref.   R. 
Sosman,  Trans.  Brit.  Cerm.   Soc,   54,   663   (1955) 
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B.    PHOSPHORUS DIFFUSION IN PARTIALLY CRYSTALLIZED FILMS OF S10 

D. R. Campbell, E. I. Alessandrini 
K. N. Tu and J. E. Lewis 

A study of the diffusion of P into thin SiO films on Si was undertaken 

in order to assess both the fundamental and technological significance of an 

anomolous, rapid diffusion mode reported by Li et al..  Diffusions were 

performed over a wide range of temperature (1100oC - 30UoC) and time (1 hr. - 

21 days) using diffusion sources prepared from neutron-activated red phos- 

32 
phorus powders (P ' radiolsotope).  It was found that diffusion anneals in 

P vapors catallyzed a localized amorphous-to-crystalline transformation in 

the initially amorphous films thereby creating rapid diffusion paths at the 

interfaces between the crystalline islands and the surrounding amorphous 

32 
matrix.  The composite nature of the experimentally determined P  penetration 

profiles confirmed that structural defects (i.e., crystallites) were contrib- 

uting to the flux of P through SiO films in addition to that anticipated from 

ordinary diffusion in the amorphous matrix.  The diffusion parameters for both 

processes have been determined and interpreted using a combination of reaction- 

2 
rate and free volume theories after Macedo and Lltovitz. 

1. Li Ke-Chang, Xue Shin-Yin, Zhu Shong-de and Huang Yun, Acta Physica 
Sinica 20, 496 (1965). 

2. P. B. Macedo and T. A. Litovitz, J. Chem. Phys. 42, 245 (1965). 
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iNTRuJUCTIÜN 

Althcugh  the  diffusion of  P   in amorphous   BiOj  fü- ^  frequently 

been  investigated1'5,  there has been considerable discrepancy   in  the 

measured values  of  diffusivity and  fundamental   uncertainty concerning 

the nature  of   the diffusion process3.     In view of  the widespread use  of 

P  in  Si device  technology, we  felt  it   imperative  to clarify  the  question 

0t  P diffusion  in amorphous  SiO,,  films by undertaking a  further  study. 

Our  results  provide new and more readily   interpretable parameters  for 

diffu,!«,  in  the  amorphous matrix and   identify  a hitherto  unrecognized 

diffusion  process  in "amorphous"  films  involving migration  along  the   in- 

terface between  crystallized  islands and  the  amorphous matrix which 

surrounds  them.     The  localized  crystallization of  the  film  is.  itself, 

attributed   to a catallytic  influence of   the diffusant. 

II.     EXPERIMENTAL 

Our  study of  the diffusion of  P  into  thin   (.5 .)  amorphous  films of 

Si02   (steam grown)  on   (100)  Si wafers   (B-doped.   2 .-cm)  was performed 

over a wide  range of  temperature   (1100°C  -  300'C)  and  time   (1 hr.-21 days) 

using  P32   isotope.     The  source of  the  radioisotope was neutron-activated, 

red phosphorus  powder which was encapsulated,   together with the  SiO./Si 

samples  in  evacuated  silica ampoules.     At  diffusion  temperatures  t.e 

phosphorus  source was completely vaporized.     S.rl.1  sectioning   (.  50 - 

200 A7   section)  was  performed  by  timed   etching of  the amorphous   M0,/Si 

wUh a  diluted   "P-etch6.   the   rat.   Eor  winch was  established with  the   aid 

of  eliipsometry  measurements of   thinnesses   ■ .ccsslvely removed.     The 

activity   of  each section  so   taken was  determined bv  liquid   scintillation 

methods. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A' Evidence of Crystallization 

The resulting diffusion profiles exhibited a composite shape as 

illustrated in Fig. 1 which suggested that structural defects (i.e., 

crystallites) were contributing to the flux of P through the SiO films 

in addition to that anticipated from ordinary diffusion in the amorphous 

matrix.  The existence of structural defects was further suggested by 

the appearance of numerous, small areas of high P concentrate , on auto- 

radiographs of the diffused films (Fig. 2).  Reflection electron dif- 

fraction from the surface of the same films showed the presence of a 

crystalline phase (a-crystobalite) which apparently resulted from a 

catalytic influence of P, as samples given simulated diffusion anneals 

without P showed no evidence of crystallization (Fig. 3).  Subsequently, 

some diffused wafers we-e diced and portions with structural defects, as 

determined from the autoradiograph, were back-etched and examined by 

electron tranmission and diffraction microscopy techniques.  It was de- 

termined that the defects were crystallized islands, surrounded by- 

amorphous material7.  In fact, many were large enough (several microns 

in diameter) to be easily seen by optical microscopy (Fig. 4). 

The density of crystallites necessary to account for the level of 

P activity seen in the tailing regions of our profiles is approximately 

4  2 
10 /cm assuming the individual crystals are a few microns in diameter. 

Confirmation of the above density and size of defects by optical micro- 

scopy is possible for samples diffused at 700oC and above. At lower 

temperatures, the presumed smaller size of the crystallites (i.e., sub- 

micron) precluded observation oy optical means. 
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Fig.  1.       Composite penetration profile illustrating the influence of 
both network  (D  )  and boundary  (D. )  diffusivity. n b 
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p- Penetration Profiles 

On the basis of these experimental evidences, and with the aid of 

Fig. 5, we can ex^lai , thi results of our profiling as follows:  In the 

vicinity of a crystallized island a potentially rapid diffusion path 

exists at the Interface between crystalline and amorphous regions.  The 

dlff.sivity in this boundary (Db) may be several orders greater than the 

diffusivity in the undisturbed amorphous network (D^.  Therefore, de- 

pending where on the film surface the P32 vapors impinge, there will occur 

different modes of diffusion.  One mode is diffusion directly into the 

amorphous matrix giving rise to the first portion of our profile (i.e., 

nearest the surface) where the concentration falls smoothly from its 

high initial value until it Intercepts the linear portion at a depth of 

a few hundred I.  fa Fig. 5 this diffusion is responsible for the iso- 

concentratlon contours that are parallel to the specimen surface as 

occur at some distance from the crystalline region.  A typical experi- 

mental profile is shown in Fig. 6 where Dn has been determined by the 

Matano method, (seo Fig. 1). fa order to test for a possible concentrat.on 

dependence.  (Indications are that Dn is not appreciably concentration- 

dependent at concentrations < lO^/cm3; however, more extensive data would 

be needed before rigorous conclusions could be drawn.)  In Fig. 7 we show 

the values of Dn corresponding to a phosphorus concentration [P] of 

19  3 
^10 /cm plotted against 1/T together with data from two other Invest 1- 

2 3 
tat ions ' .  The second diffusion mode, as evidenced by the linear portion 

of the profile (Fir. 1), is due to a combination of rapid diffusion down 

the crystalline-amorphous boundary with eventual lateral migration into 
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-GASEOUS  P32- 

ISOCONCENTRATION  PROFILES  IN  PARTIALLY 
CRYSTALLIZED   Si02   FILMS 

Fig.   5.       Isoconcentration contours  for P  in  SiO«  film in  the vicinity 
of a crystallized  island. 
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Flg.   6,       Phosphorus penetration profile due  to diffusion  in  the amorphous 
network. 
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the amorphous network and away from the boundary.  (We are neglecting 

the lateral migration into the crystallized region which should not ap- 

preciably affect our results owing to the anticipated lower diffusivity 

of P in this region.)  For our purposes, an approximate analysis of 

o 
boundary diffusion by Fisher  is adequate for analyzing profiles such as 

those shown in Fig. 8 and the measured values 6D. are shown plotted vs. 
b — 

1/T  in Fig.   9.     (The width of  the boundary  is designated by  6.)     Tn Fig. 

5  this second diffusion mode  is  responsible  for   the  bending of  the  iso- 

concentration contours down at  the  boundary which  they all  intercept at 

some  finite angle  ^,  depending on  the diffusion conditions   (Fig.   1).    As 

an added note,   some of   the  P atoms  starting out  In  the  boundaries travel 

directly down  to,  and  become  incorporated  in,   the underlying  Si where 

their accumulation  is  sufficient   to noticeably enhance  the  exposure of 

the autoradiograph  in places corresponding  to  the defect  locations   (Fig. 

5 and Fig.   2). 

C.     Diffusion Mechanisms 

Basically,   two distinctly different  types of diffusion  behavior are 

expected  for dilute  impurities in directionally bonded,  amorphous mater- 

ials.     The  fi   st  and  typically more rapid mechanism involves migration 

through the  interstices of  the structure while  the  second and  slower 

mechanism involves migration along  the  structure  itself.     Examples of  the 

9 10 former are  the diffusion of  inert  gases  '       and alkali  and noble metal 

impurities     ' in  SiO- and possibly noble metal  impurities     '       in 

chalcoginide glass  films.     Examples of  the  latter are   the  diffusion of 

various network forming  Ions   in  SiO_  films - for  which  there  exists a 
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a considerable amount of data  a<a  oany of these Ions are also common 

dopaits for SI (e.g., Al, B, P. As, Sb). 

As the motion of ions within the structure is analogous to self 

diffusion, atomic models proposed for viscosity in liquids and glasses 

should be applicable.  Microscopic models of atomic mobility in liquids 

around or above the glass transition temperature16"19 usually emphasize 

the free-volume concept which says that the chance of a net displace- 

ment of an atomic species will be related to the probability that an 

opening of sufficient size is neat it.  However, the free volume model 

by itself is inadequate to describe diffusion in some liquids19 and in 

glasses well below the glass transition temperature, since no provision 

is made for an energy barrier in the atomic jump process.  (By defini- 

tion, "free-volume" can be rearranged without incurring any change of 

enthalpy of the aystem.)  In contrast, an Arrhenius behavior for diffu- 

sion in glasses, including amorphous SiO. films, is typically observed15. 

20 
Macedo and Litovitz  have proposed an expression for viscosity which 

combines both the free-volume and rate-reaction approaches and demon- 

strated the ability of such an expression to describe viscosity in many 

types of liquids and notably in the network liquid SiO .  This hybrid 

equation of Macedo and Litovitz vas subsequently placed on a more firm, 

statistical mechanical basis by H. S. Chung21.  Using the Stokes-Einstein 

equation, Macedo and Litovitz then gave an expression for diffuslvity 

which is, 

D » D e 
o 

-(Y Vo/Vf + E/kT) 
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where    y  U a numerical factor   (.5 <Y< 1) whlch corrects for overlap ^ 

the summation of  free-volume.  Vo  is the atomic volume associated with 

the diffusing specie   (or complex)  and Vf is the average atomic  free 

volume.     The  second exponential   term  is  the usual BoltZman  factor occur- 

ring  in a diffusion coefficient  where  E  is  the activation  enthalpy for 

motion and  the ot*,  terms have  their usual meaning.     In  the  context  of 

the Macedo-Iitovitz model,   the  Pre-exponential  term.  D,.  can be  expressed 

in  terms of  temperature independent parameters appropriate  to the liquid 

state.     However,   in view of  the  "solid-like" nature of  SiO., at   the rela- 

tively low temperatures of our diffusions,  we choose  to  express  ^  in a 

manner appropriate for diffusion  in an  Isotropie solid,   i.e.. 

o AS  /k 
D    - 1/6 v a^ f c    e    m 

o v 

where v and a are vibration frequency and jump distance respectively, f 

is the correlation factor. Cv is the concentration of oxygen vacancies 

and ASm the entropy of motion of a P04 complex.  Obviously, the inclusion 

and definition of certain terms above depends on our idea of how diffu- 

sion proceeds which we will now describe: 

When a P atom Is incorporated into a tetrahedrally coordinated 

oxide glass, it is thought22 to form bonds with at most 3 bridginc 

oxygen ions, leaving its remaining 2 valence electrons to be associated 

with one non-bridging oxygen, which results in , P04 complex that is 

electrically neutral.  When an oxygen vacancy occurs on a site immedi- 

ately adjoining the complex, diffusive transport can occur, in part, by a 

sequence of bond breaking and remaking steps such as is shown schematically 
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In this picture,  the required activation energy for diffusion will be 

23 
approximately % 2 eV,       (we observe  E =  1.8  eV,   see Fig.   7)   since each 

step  in  the  sequence requires  the  breaking of only one  Si-0 bond.     (Itere 

we are assuming  that  the concentration of  oxygen vacancies  is largely 

determined by  the presence of  structural discontinuities   (or  impurities) 

which are not  thermally equilibrated and  that Cv  is,   therefore,   indepen- 

dent  of   temperature.)     It  is easy  to envision,   from the above  schematic, 

that merely relocating one bond will not result  in a significant amount 

of  translation of  the center of  gravity of  the  impurity complex unless 

there  is also a concomitant,  liquid-like motion throughout a  small 

region surrounding,  and  including,   the complex.     This motion would be 

limited largely by  the availability of  free volume and  the degree to 

which the otherwise "intact" binds can be bent or  stretched  throughout 

the activated region.    What  ^J not  so clear,  however,   is  that breaking 

of only one bond  suffices to  initiate such diffusive transport - rather, 

this   is an assumption which is compatible with the experimental   findings. 

Another  simplifying assumption   is  to  set  ASm ■  0.     Owing  to  the 

rather  loose  structure of   the   S102 network,  any change of vibration fre- 

quency about   the  saddle  point may not  b^ as  important  here  for describing 

9,10 
the motion  process as  it   Is  for  "interstitial"  inert  gas atoms   in  S102. 

(In  this  latter case,   the  experimental  evidence  suggests   that diffusing 
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20 

atoms must  squeeze  through a  relafIvelv sma  1   nnonr --iveiy sma.l opening when passing  from 

one "^ersuuar slte  to  the „ext.,     Sl„„ ÜUr complex  ls a8sumed  „ 

be  ^ectrlceUy n-.tral,  m ulu „a.,.  the posslblUty „ blnding ^ 

twoen an  i.puruy cU. and an oxygen vacancy, „Mch oltaioatos the 

need  to conaidec  the compiex and  temperature dependent correiatlon 

effecta which characterize  purity dlffusl„„s in -t„ul. uhere such 

bmdlng occura.     „„fortunately,  a correlation factor for net.ork diffu- 

sion in a«,rphoua oxldea haa not  been determined hut „e may take  It aa 

unity without introducing aerlou,, error.    The quantltlea v and a2 are ea- 

tlm.ted at io^/aec and 10"" c^ reapectlvely and  the ratio V /Vf can 

be  taken aa 6.3  If „e aUow the uae „f . molecular-to-free vdul ratio 

derived  fron denalflcatlon meaaurementa".    We alao aaaume that  Vf  Is 

independent of  temperature.  foUowl ,g  the treatme-t of Macedo andU.ovlt. 

for uquld S102.    finally. ttie overlap parameter> ^  ls ^ ^ ^ 

With the aid **.**. mentioned vaiues nnd our experimentally determined 

value for D    e        0    f     fl  2 v in-9 „  2/       x 
o ,   U.^  x 10      cm /sec),  „e calculate Cv  to  be  roughly 

4 x  10      cm"3.     This density appears reasonable considering  Lth  the 

amorphous  structure and  the  low oxygen  pressure  in ou.   .iffuslon capsules 

(%  10       mm Hg). 

In comparlaon „lth other worka2'3.  our valuea of D, appear  to be 

the  lowe.t  reported  (See Fig.   7)  which w. explain aa followa:    The data 

of AUen.  Bernatem and Kurtz2  la cloae.  but dlatlnctly higher,   than  the 

extrapolated  fit  through our own data points.    These authors did not  pr„- 

til. their Sicysi apecl^ens,   but   Instead deduced B.  from profile meaaure- 

»ent. of  the under.ytag si.  ulth the ald of . ^^ ^^ ^ 

A c„nae,ue„ce of  this la that  their dlffualvltlea are characteristic of 
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20  3 
P concentrations which excede 10 /cm"' wheread our measurements are at 

19  3 
substantially lower concentrations (^ 10 /cm ). This may be an indica- 

tion of a concentration dependence in D , which, in a macroscopic sense, 
n 

can arise from a decrease in viscosity accompanying high P concentrations. 

However, concentration effects are probably not the only reason for the 

3 
very large discrepancy between our data and that of Li et^ al^ .  The in- 

troduction of uet-work modifying Na  ions from their disodiumphosphate 

source is more likely the cause.  The well-known affinity of Na  ions for 

P in phosphosilicate glasses, fcr example, suggests that the high diffus- 

ivlty they see is due to some enhancement effect of Na on P covements. 

Diffusion down the crystalline-amorphous interface is characterized 

by an activation energy (1.9 eV) which is very close to the 1.8 eV found 

for the amorphous network.  ThiP suggests that  migration along the inter- 

face oay be due to a similar bond breaking process as in the network. 

When, 6, the boundary width (6 *  10~ cm) is factored out of the combined 

0 -12 3 0 

pre-exponential factor (6 D. ^ 1.5 x 10  cm /sec) we obtain Db of % 

—S       2 1.5 x 10      cm /sec.     One  interpretation of  this 4 order  increase  in pre- 

exponential  factor  for  boundary diffusion  is  that both  the  oxygen vacancy 

concentre»».ions and  the average  free volume  in  the boundary are  increased 

substantially over  that   in  the network.     Although obviously  speculative, 

this  interpretation  is qualitatively compatible with the custonury  notion 

that  interface  regions are   loosely  strucLurtJ.    Of course,  we recognize 

that  considerable enor may occur   in   SDb due  to  scatter   in  the measurement 

and  possibly  to  the  continued  nucleation  and  growth of  .rystnl1ites during 

diffusion.      (The  Litter   situation  would   invalidate Fisher's  .inalysis which 

presumes  stable  boundaries.)     Fort.mately,   the  change   In   ihe   slope  of  OUT 
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profiles with time follows Fisher's kinetics  (Fig.  8) which implies  that 

the extent  of crystallization of our  films  becomes  stabilized  in  times 

which are  short compared with the durations of our diffusions. 

IV.     CONCLUSIONS 

The application of the combined reaction-rate and free volume 

20 
theories of atomic motion  to the diffusivity of P in the amorphous 

Si02 network has provided for a reasonable explanation of both the ex- 

-Y V /V 
perimentally determined "pre-exponential" factor (i.e., De   P  ) and 

the activation energy (E) as derived from our Arrhenius plot (Fig. 7). 

On the strength of this, we feel there is good reason for assuming that 

P diffuses through the amorphous Si02 network not as an individual atom 

or ion but instead as a complex of P surrounded by a tetrahedra of 0 

atoms.  We realize, however, that before a critical evaluation of our 

model can be made, some additional experimental evidence would be nec- 

essary.  For example, the effects of stress (or variation in density) 

and stoichiometry on the diffusivity of network forming ions in SiO 

films would yield important information on the roles of free-volume and 

oxygen vacancies, respectively, in the diffusion process but unfortu- 

nately such measurements present formidable experimental difficulties. 

Also, refinements in the model such as allowing for some energy to re- 

arrange neighboring Si04 tetrahedra during the diffusive motion of a 

PO^ complex or to rndistribute "free-volume"19 would be desirable but 

the overall precision of our experimental data and that of others15 for 

the very slowly diffusing network forming ions does not warrant the in- 

corporation of further refinements at present. 
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Finally, from a practical standpoint, the formation of crystal- 

lites such as we have seen in a diffusion mask during P diffusion (01 

in an SiO_ layer daring PSG deposition) will leave the underlying Si 

25 
susceptible to P penetrations in localized areas  where such uninten- 

tional doping may be undesirable. At first sight, it seems unlikely 

that a network forming ion like phosphorus should catalyze crystalliza- 

cion especially in view uf the negative results of Sugano £t al. who 

looked for evidence of crystallization in P-doped oxides  .  However, 

analogous crystallization effects have been attributed to the presence 

27 
of As (also a network forming ion) in arsinosllicate glasses  and the 

reason cited was that As205 formfC distinct compounds with Si02 which may 

have provided nuclei for the subsequent growth of crystalline S.'O^  In 

our case, compounds such as P^ • Si02 or P^ • 2 Si02, which are 

28 
known to occur from phase segregation lu phosphosilicate glass films , 

are possible candidates for such nuclei .  It seems likely that crystal- 

line areas in films may also act as sites for accumulation of undesir- 

able metallic ions such as Na, but unfortunately our efforts to see such 

an effect using Na22 tracer and autoradiography techniques were incon- 

clusive due to sensitivity problems. 
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C, INTERACTION OF V WITH BARE AND OXT IZED Si WAFERS* 

by 

K.   N.   Tu 
J.   F.   Ziegler 
C.   J.   Kircher 

IBM Thomas J.   Watson  Research Center 
Yorktown Heights,  New York  10598 

ABSTRACT:     Formation of vanadium suicides  by the  interactions  of vanadium 

with bare  and oxidized Si wafers have been  studied by both x-ray diffraction 

and He  ion backscattering techniques.     X-ray diffraction was  used to  identify 

phases  and ion backscattering to profile  compositional  changes.     In the 

case of V on Si,  the silicide VSi   ,  which  is  a silicon-rich phase, was 

found to  form at  temperatures  from 600oC to  1000oC.     In the  case of V on 

SiO   ,   reactions  took place only at temperatures  above 800oC and the  reaction 

products were  identified  to be  V Si,  V Si     and V 0   .     Both V Si   and V Si     are 

vanadium-rich phases  and the  V Si  that we   found was  a continuous   layer 

between  the  substrate  and the  other  two phases,   and became  superconducting 

at  about  150K. 

*This work was  supported  in part by ARPA Contract No.   F1962B-73-C-0006 
administered by AFCRL. 
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Recently,   there were  two reports1'2  on  the   interaction  of  vanadium 

with  vycor  silica  for the purpose of   fabricating the  superconducting 

phase  V3Si   (Tc  =   17°K)   in  a wire   form that   car.  be   used to  transmit  power. 

High  transition  temperture  superconductors   are  also  important  for 

cryogenic electronic circuitry,   for example,   as  ground planes   for Josephson 

junction  circuitry.     Fbr these  applications   it   is   necessary  to have  the 

suptrconductor  in  the  form of planar  thin   films.     We have  studied  the 

reaction of V thin   films  on Si  and SiO,,  surfaces   in  an  attempt  to  make 

V3Si   in  a planar  film.     In  this   letter we  present  our preliminary  results 

of  the   interactions of V with bare  aid oxidized  Si wafers.     We  find the 

V3Si phase by   reacting V with  Si02,   yet  the   reaction of V with   the bare 

Si  produced onxy  the VSi    phase. 

In  addition  to  the  above  application,   this work  introduces  new 

information  relating to several  recent  studies  of metal/silicon>5  and 

1   2 
metal/oxide     *    interactions  and raten  of new  compound  formation. 

0 

Vanadium  films  of  3200 A thickness  were  deposited at  a rate of  about 
O 

300 A/min by electron gun evaporation onto bare and oxidized silicon 

wafers maintained at room temperature.  Before the deposition, the vacuum 

evaporation chamber was about lo"7 torr.  The bare silicon wafers were 

(100) oriented.  The oxidized Si wafers had an oxide thickness of 5400 A. 

The surface of the wafers was carefully cleaned before the deposition. 

After the V deposition the samples were heat treated in a resistance 

furnace contained a He atmosphere in the temperature range from 600 to 

1000oC for various periods of time, from 15 minutes to several hours.  The 

He was filtered for oxygen by passing it through a 900oC Ti bed before it 
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entered into the furnace.  The oxygen partial pressure in the furnace is 

-9 
estimated to be only about  10      torr.     Both Seemann-Bohlin  x-ray 

diffraction    and 2 MeV He  ion backscattering    techniques were  used to 

analyze  the heat treated samples.     The  diffraction was  used to  identify 

phases  and to characterize  their structures.     The backscattering was  used 

to profile  compositional  change  and  to measure  reaction  rates. 

The   interaction of V and Si was   found to be much simpler than  that of 

V and Si02,   and will be presented  first.     For üamples  of  V on Si,  we   found 

the   formation of VSi2 phase  in  all  heat   treatments  above  600oC.     Figure   1 
4 

shows  Fuperimposed    He backscattering partial  spectra  from V on Si  samples 

after various  anneals.     To  first order,   the  spectra show a concentration 

versus  depth profile of the V  layer, with  the  film surface  lying on  the 

right.     The spectra show hew the  lower V concentration,   corresponding to 

V in VSi2,   starts  at the back edge of  the  film and proceeds  towards  the 

surface.     This diffusion  limited reaction  is  similar to that  found previously 

3 8 
for Pd,  Ti   ,  and Hf    on silicon.     The  X-ray diffraction pattern of  the 

reacted sample showed 12  reflections  and all of them can be  indexed in 

accord with  ASTM diffraction  cards   #13-260  as  reflections   from the  phase 

VSi2.     No preferred orientation  is  indicated by their relative  intensity 

ratios. 

Analysis  of the backscattering spectra was  carried out  in  a iranner 

described  in  Ref.   8.     We   find that  the   compound phase VSi     forms with  an 

activation energy of 2.9eV and a diffusion  constant of  2.9  x  10       , 

1.9  x  10 and 1.3  x 10     'cm /sec at  600,   650 and  700oC,   respectively. 
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Figure 
A portion of the  He backscattering spectra from heat treated samples of 
V on Si.  Shown is the V peak, and its alteration during various anneal 
cycles.  The lowest level, (700oC - 15 minutes) indicates a V concentration 
corresponding to VSi .  This compound was verified from x-ray spectra. 
The intermediate anneal spectra show how the compound VSi  forms first 
at the V/Si interface and expands towards the surface.  The kinetics of 
the formation are discussed in the text. 
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For  samples of V on SiO   , we  found no  changes  in V and in Si02 

after  15  minutes  at 600  and 700oC.     Because the vanadium has  a high 

affinity  for oxygen  at high temperatures,   this  is  a very  good indic- 

ation of a  low oxygen partial pressure   in  the He  ambiant  that was  used 

in this  study.     Indeed we  found that  similar heat treatments  that were 

carried out  in poor vacuum  (10       torr)   resulted in the  formation of 

vanadium oxides.     However,  above 800oC  interaction occurred,   and  in  a 

sample  that had been  treated at 900oC  for  1 hour, both x-ray  and back- 

scattering showed the   formation  of V Si,   V5Si3   ind an oxide phase  of 

V 0 . The backscattering spectra are shown in Figure 2 for three samples 

(from top to bottom): pure V on Si; V on SiO annealed at 900oC - 30 min; 

and V on Si annealed at 900oC - 30 min. The schematic representatives on 

the  right of the figure  indicate  the  positions of  the various  layers. 

The  x-ray pattern is  shown  in Fig.   3 where  seven  reflections have been 

indexed  in  accord with ASTM Diffraction  Cards   #19-1405  as  V3Si which has  a 
0 

ß-tungsten structure with a lattice parameter of 4.725 A.     Reflections  of 

V Si     and V 0    have  also been  indexed.     The backscattering spectra show the 

reacted  sample to be  a layered structure  as  shown  in  the  upper  corner of 

Fig.   3.     The V Si  layer  forms  next  to  the  SiO   ,  and the surface   layer  is  a 

mixture  of V 0     and V^Si..     The  spectra of  the   reacted V clearly  shows  two 
2   5 5     3 

plateaus.     The one occuring at   lew  energy belongs  to V^i;   the other one 

to mixed V. 0     and V Si   .     The  spectra of  silicon and oxygen showed that 

both of  them had reached  the   free   surface.     However,   the  most outstanding 

feature   that we   found  from the backscattering  is   a reduction   in  the width 

of  the   oxygen  spectrum of  the  SiO     layer  after the  reaction.     It   indicated 
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The central  spectra  shows  the complex  layer   formation obtained after 
heat  treatment  of V on SiO   .     The  upper  curve   shows  a pure V peak  for 
reference,   and  the   lower curve   indicates   the   level  of VSi     shown  also 
in Figure   1.     The  continuous  superconducting   layer of V Si  was  verified 
by  x-ray analysis   and  transition  temperature measurements :s  as  discussed 
in  the  text. 
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Figure  3 
X-ray diffraction patterns of V/SiO    heat treated at 900oC for 60 minutes 
in an oxygen  free  furnace.     Reflections of V Si,  V_Si-  and V.,0,.  are 
observed. 5     3 2   5 
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that a portion of the  SiO     layer has been decomposed and  reacted with 

vanadium to  form the  oxide  and suicides. 

Besides  x-ray  and backs-rattering  results,   the   formation V Si 

superconducting phase   is   also supported by  the  superconducting transition 

measurement.     To obtain  a transition  temperature measurement  of  the  V Si 

layer we   found that  the  surface   layer of mixed V^0r   and V^Si    which 
2   5 5     3 

cracked quite  often  can  easily be peeled off by  an  adhesive  tape  to expose 

the  V3Si.     A transition   temperature of   13  to  15.20K has  been obtained  from 

our samples   using  a  two-point probe   resistance measurement.     The measured 

value  compares   favorably   to  that  reported. 

There  are  thre«  stable  silicides   in   the  V-Si  system:     VSi   ,  V Si     and 

V3Si.     Even  though we have observed all  of  them,   they  do  not  appear together 

in  the  same  reactions.     Our  results  show  that  the   formation of a vanadium 

silicide whether  it  is  silicon-rich or vanadium-rich seems  to depend on 

whether we  use   a bare  or oxidized wafer.     With  vanadium on  a bare wafer, 

the  silicon-rich  silicide VSi     is  produced.     The   formation of VSi    occurs 
■ 2 

alone  and is  stable without  the  companion of,  or the  conversion  from,   other 

silicides.     According  to  Gibbs  phase   rule,  we would expect  at  thermodynamic 

equilibrium state  the  coexistence  of Si   and VSi     in  our  samples  of V on  Si 

wafers.     On  the  other hand,   in order  to  reach   the  end  state  of  VSi   ,   the 

reaction may have  recourse  to the  formation of other silicides  if this 

happens  to be  energetically   favorable.     We  recall  that  the   formation  of 

both PtSi  and HfSi    by   interdiffusion  are  good examples  of having  intermediate 

4,5 
states, Thus,   depending on  the  nucleation  and diffusion  kinetics  one 

silicide or another may   form.     In  the  present  case,   the  VSi     alone  seems 
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to form at a ten^erature above 600*0,  nevertheless, v^iether the reaction 

at  lower temperatures which  is very slow, will be  the  same  *s  not  clear 

yet. 

With V on  an oxidized Si wafer,   the  vanadium-rich  silicides V Si 

and V Si    are produced.     It  is possible  that the  Si  needed to form the 

silicides  can be  depleted from the Si wafer by diffusion through the 

SiO     layer,  however, we have  found that the Si wafer remained unchanged 

after the  reaction.     Also  it  is possible  that  the oxygen  needed to form 

the V 0    can be supplied  from the  ambient rather  than  from decomposing 

SiO,.     However, we have shown  that our  furnace was  almost oxygen  free. 

Then because of the  reduction of SiO-  layer thickness,  we  conclude that 

the  formation of the  vanadium oxide and silicides  is  due  to the  interaction 

between  the metal  and the  silica glass.     The  occurrance of the  interaction 

requires  that its  total  free  energy change must be negative.    A detailed 

calculation of the  free energy  change,   for the present case,   is not yet 

possible because we do not know the  formation energy of the silicides. 

However,  it is worthwhile pointing out that V-0     is  a more stable oxide 

9 
than SiO   ,  and this  can be  shown by comparing their  formdtion energies. 

Obviously,   if  a metal whose  oxide  is  not as stable  as  SiO-,  most  likely it 

will not be  able to decompose SiO   .     So  it seems  that  a motal which has 

high affinity to oxygen will be  an essential  criterion  for it to react with 

silic«.    Furthermore,   it helps  if  the metal  also  forms  silicides. 

1   2 Finally,  the  earlier work   '    of vanadium on vycor has  reported a    much 

lower temperature of  forming V-Si.    Tnis  is probably  due  to the  fact that 

thermally-grown  SiO     film is  a more pure  and denser  glassy material  than 

' 
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vycor silica,   so that higher  thermal energy is  required in order  to break 

the bonds  in the  film.     To enhance  the bond-breaking,  besides  the  supply 

of  thermal energy,   the  function of V or other  impurities  to  act  as  a 

catalyst may be required.     The details of the metal-glass  interaction 

is  far  from understood yet.     More work on phase  identification,   structural 

and morphological analyses,   reaction  rate and in particular  the  atomic 

motions of all elements  involved are needed. 

The authors are grateful  to W.   C.  Kateley for the  thin  film 

deposition,  H.   F.  Lazzari  for heat  treatment,  W.  Hairarer  for  supe  vising 

the backscattering ex-jeriments,  J.  M.  Viggiano and R.  B.   Laibcwitz  for 

critical temperature measurements,   and J.  W.  Mayer for his  stimulating and 

helpful discussions. 
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